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Summary 

W OOL from the three major wool-growing areas in the United 
States is designated as terri tory, fleece, or Texas wool. The 

territory wool, from the 11 western range States, comprises about 52 
percent of all wool produced in the United States. The other States, 
with the exception of Texas, produce what is known to the trade as 
fleece wool. Approximately 30 percent of the wool produced in the 
United States comes from this area. Wool from Texas is known as 
Texas wool. 

Fleece wool is produced under farm conditions, often as a side line, 
and consists of nearly all types, grades, and qualities. This gives 
rise to a variety of marketing problems frequently intensified by the 
difficulty of assembling quantities large enough to attract important 
buyers. Also the lack of storage facilities, inadequate financing, and 
the seasonal habits of buyers operate to depress prices at the time 
growers wish to sell their wool. 

Attempts to offset these disadvantages first took the form of small 
local groups known as wool pools. From these local groups the next 
step was the regional wool pools and, in 1909, the formation of the 
National Wool Warehouse & Storage Co. to market wool on a still 
larger "scale. This cooperative handled western and midwestern 
wool successfully until 1920, when ill-advised advances on a declining 
market caused financial disaster. 

The period immediately following the World War marked the 
beginning of widespread efforts by wool growers to perfect large-scale 
marketing machinery. In 1918 the Ohio Wool Growers' Cooperative 
Association was formed-the first of the large fleece-wool cooperatives. 
During the years 1918 to 1929, seven other State or regional organiza
tions were set up to handle fleece wool. In 1924 the Na,.tional Wool 
Exchange, a grower-owned and grower-controlled organization, super
seded the National Wool Warehouse & Storage Co. The Exchange 
was to handle both fleece and territory wools, and set up warehouse 
and sales offices in central markets. It made no commodity advances 
but fostered the development of large tributary associations on an 
independent financial basis. 

The wool cooperatives organized during this post-war period grew 
slowly and reached a peak volume of some 33 million pounds of wool 
in 1929. They had numerous sales agencies of different types through
out the country. The establishment of the Federal Fann Board in 
1929 furthered interest in marketing plans on a. national scale and in 
1930 wool growers set up the National Wool Marketing Corporation. 
This agency.absorbed the IIctivities of the N ational Wool Exchange 

." 



SUMMARY v 

and included 30 cooperatives, which together handled in 1930 some 
120 million pounds of wool-about 35 percent of the total clip. Of 
these 30cooperntives 12 were fleece-wool associations. 

This increased number of organizations handled a variable volume of 
wool through the next few years. Organized by growers during a period 
of declining prices and limited outlets, the associations afforded a 
continuous market, accumulations of salable quantities of similar 
wools, and sales on a merit basis with expert preparation for market. 
It is common, however, for growers to patroni .... the cooperative when 
it seems advantageous to do so and to use freely alternative marketing 
channels when opportunities are plentiful. 

The methods employed were not entirely sound from the stand
point of the cooperatives. Overenthusiasm led some associations to 
offer excessive advances on the wool delivered to them. These 
advane~ attraeted many growers who were interested only in the 
immediate opportunity and gave little thought to the building of a 
strong, permanent organization. The necessary weeding out of these 
noncooperativ;e elements.Jater reduced the volume handled and the 
proportiim of the total dip. 

During the 5 years 1934-38, the average annual volume of fleece 
wool handled by the cooperatives was about thirteen and one-quarter 
million pounds. During this period the percentage of the total clip 
of fleece wool marketed by cooperatives ranged from 10 to 23 percent. 

• Cooperative wool-marketing associations have played an important 
part in reducing handling costs for wool between growers and manu
facturers, They have also brought the prices paid for wool in the 
country more nearly in line with central-market prices. Before the 
cooperative method of selling was inaugurated growers sold much of 
their wool at a flat price regardless of the various grades produced. 
One of the most important IWCOmplishments of the cooperatives has 
been the sale of each grower's product on a merit basis. As a result 
of marketing through their own associations, growers have become 
more familiar with the many problems encountered in the preparation 
and sale of wool to manufacturers. 

Marked progress has been made by the associations in the fleece
wool States. It has been necessary for the management, the directors, 
and the members themselves to face problems relating to field work, 
financing the clip, selling practices, and educational programs. Many 
of the cooperatives have had to change entirely their methods of 
procuring, warehousing, and financing wool since 1930 and 1931. 

One general need of the fleece-wool cooperatives is for more effective 
educational programs. More information should be given members 
on actual market conditions, problems connected with cooperative 
marketing, the grade and quality of their wool, and better preparation 
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of wool for market. Many growers who have recently joined co
operative associations are for the first time seIling their wool on a 
grade-and-merit basis and are, therefore, not yet able to estimate 
for themselves its approximate value. 

The progress tbat has been made in the cooperative marketing of 
fleece wool and the benefits that growers have derived from it seem 
to justify further intensive efforts to build up the coopere.tives. The 
usual decline of wool prices at shearing time and strengthening 
of prices in the fall and winter also justify an attempt on the part 
of growers to take advantage of that situation. From the standpoints 
of local efficiency and general results of coopere.tive wool marketing, 
the volume delivered to all cooperatives should be increased to a 
much larger percentage· of the clip. A broadening of services, 
including more diversified sales methods, should go hand in hand 
with increased cooperative receipts. The increasing production of 
fleece wools, the changing needs of manufacturers, and the mounting 
use of substitutes offers the cooperativ.e an additional opportunity: . 
that of being a source of timely and useful information for the wool 
grower. 



Cooperative Marketing of 

Fleece Wool 

WOOL is grown by fanners and ranehmen throughout the United 
States. In several of the Western States wool growing is a leading

industry and, in the Middle Weet and East, it is an important though 
not a leading fann enterprise. 

When wool reaches trade channels, it is classified generally according 
to the area in which it was grown. In order of impo~ the three 
major wool-growiug regions in the United States are known as the 
teITitory, fleece, and Texas wool areas (fig. 1). Wool from eacll of 
these has certain definite characteristics and calls for particul8l' 
marketing and manufacturing methods. 

The "territory" wool from the 11 western range States comprises 
about 52 percent of all the wool produced in the United States. A 
la.rge part of it is produced under range conditions and is fine in grade. 
The other States, with the exception of Texas, produce what is known 
to the trade as "fI_ wool." ApproIimately 28 percent of the wool 
produced in the United States comes from this area. Fl6006 wool is 
produced under fann conditions and consists of nearly all types, 
grades, and qualities. Within each area certain types of wool are 
eaIIed by the names of the partieul8l'localities from which they come; 
for example, Ohio wools or WlIlamette Valley wools (p. 29). 

Wool from the State of Texas is known as Texas wool This area., 
from which eomes the remaining 20 pereent of the annual wool clip, 
bas the most concentrated sheep population in the .... rid. The part 
of Texas known as the Edwarda Plateau produces a fine wool of good 
quality. 

Fleece wools are a distinct type on the market. They differ from 
tmTitory and Texas wools aa a result of the differences in elimati<: 
eonditions, methods of management, and breeds of sheep. They 
require more handling than teITitory wools as the clips are small and 
usually oontain a number of grad ... ; whereas range, or teITitory clips 
are more nearly uniform in grade. In fact, many of the larger 
territory clips are sold to the manufacturer in the original bags in 
which they were packed and shipped.· 

Non..-Thentbat4Mhl CIO iid:Do.' 1,. thebelpful ....... 4 LoirIII. GetIhJ' iD. De .. , ... , __ aDd...,.. of &be-dalaoa whidl t.blI..,. 18 t..4. 

1 
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WOOL PRODUCTION BY AREAS, 1937 

FIGURE 1. 
The wool trade makes three general classifications of domestic wools a<:corciing to the areas 

in which they are produced. (Based on report5- of the U. S. Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics.) 

Wool growing in the fleece-wool States is not a leading enterprise, 
but it is an important side line to general farming operations. Many 
farms have rough, untillable land that can be utilized for raising sheep. 
Sheep bring income from two sources each yeaI'-the wool crop and 
the lamb crop. 

Because each clip varies considerably in grade and quality, the 
marketing of wool presents problems peculiar to the commodity. 
For example, the grower often does not know the grade. and quality 
of his wool clip, as this requires the training of an expert. Also 
most farmers in fleece-wool areas consider their wool a side line, and 
many wish to sell immediately at local markets. Henes buyers who 
are well informed as to grades and central-market prices have a 
distinct advantage in bargaining with the uninformed individual 
producer for his clip. 

This situation led growers in many sections to seek an improved 
method of marketing to alford them returns from their wool in line 
with its quality and with central-market prices. They became 
interested in cooperative marketing and decided to develop their own 
organizations to handle their wool clips. 



Development of Cooperative 
\V 001 :Marketing Associations 

Early Cooperative Activity 

COO~ERATI\E..-ool marketing in the~..-ool States,..-.d-
ing to a .... ilsble J1!<'Ords, had its bPginning about. lSIT. 'l'hat 

year a pool ... as fonned at. GoodIettsrille, T ........ to mark", lambs 
and wooL It. has marketed ..-ool intermitt .... tIy sinat organization 
and is in operation at present (1939). 

Another pool known as Lbe PuIDam County Wool Pool of Green
eastie, Ind .• had its beginning in IIISS and operated ~ for 
many yeaJS. Other pools formed in lridely seattered _ ... em the 
only evidences of """tinned interest in the roopenoti.-e meihod for 
marketing..-ool until 1909. That year marked the beginning of a 
long SI'ries of efforts to establish Ialge-scale. gro....,.._ed ..-001-
marketing organizations.. 

National Wool Warehouse & Storage Co. 

Tbe National Wool Wanohcmse '" Storage Co ........ mganized in 
1909. It ... as ineorporated as a ... 001 eommissiou and storage house 
and Sued $400,000 .. ortb of stock -..hkh .. as pmehased by 600 ..-ool 
gro .. ers. A .. ""'OOuse with a storage eapacity of 25,000,000 pounds 
of .. 001 .. as erected in ChiaIgo. Although the mmpany was .... tionaI 
in name. it handlE'd principally ..-ool from gro ... ers in 10 ..... Ka!lSfts, 
Montana, South Dakota, Illinois, Wyoming, and Ctah. 

It ....... the policy of the mmpany to mal:e ad~ to growers 
hased on the ~t market value of their wooL These advan ..... 
usually amounlt'd to 65 pen:ent of the going mark", value. Freight 
and mark .. ting eharg.s were dOOuetE'd from the adnmre.. This 
method "-as ronsidered safe and equitable. and Lbe organiution 
made euen..nt Progr'ESS until 1920, a year of drastic priee declines. 
A total of $3,500,000 had been adnmn!d by the mmpany OIl ..-ool 
that yar and, when the ..-ool ....... sold • .....,.,.,...ts ..-ere insuffi<ient to 
liquidate the ad.-ances.. Tbe mmpany was unable to reroYf!l' Lbese 
onnui..-.- and, as a nsult, the National Wool W..."oouse '" 
Storage Co. ~ to eoadUt>t i&s .......,housing and selling ...,&inti... 
with the close of the 1924 season.. This failure ....... a se.-ere blow 
to gro ......... ' ..-ooJ-markt'ting organizations. 
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Government Auctions 

For a time during the World War the Federal Government assumed 
control of the marketing and supplies of wool as an emergency meas
ure. Some of the 1917 clip and the.entire 1918 clip was purchased 
by the Government. Prices were fixed on the basis of July 1917 
values, which averaged about 75 cents per pound for fleece wools in 
the grease. At the close of the war, the Government had in its 
possession 459 million pounds of wool. Beginning in December 1918, 
this wool was sold at a series of auctions 1 which were continued over 
a period of 3M years. Care was taken not to offer excessive quanti
ties of wool at one time and not to hold sales when they might jeopar
dize the marketing of the current clip. At times Government wools 
were withdrawn from sales in order to protect both growers and 
manufacturers. - . 

The records show that the Government recovered approximately 
90 percent of its total investment by the method of selling employed, 
which prevented drastic declines in prices. The successful handling 
of this wool served as a demonstration to growers of the advanta",aes 
of laJ:glH!C8le marketing operations and the possibilities of marketing 
through their own organizations. 

The Ohio Wool Growers' Associstion and the New York State 
Sheep Growers' Cooperative Associstion were set up in 1918. Six 
other associstions were formed between 1918 and 1927, and five 
in 1930. 

The Ohio Wool Growers Cooperative Association' 
The Ohio Wool Growers Cooperative Associstion, one of the 

outstanding fleece-wool cooperatives in the country, has received in 
the 21 years of its operation an average of nearly 3,250,000 pounds of 
wool a year (see table 1). Its business is confined largely to the State 
of Ohio, but the associstion has at times handled considerable quanti
ties of wool from the surrounding States of Indiana, Michigan, West 
Vu-ginia, and Pennsylvania. On the average about 8,000 growers 
consign wool to the association each year. 

The organization offers a complete grsding and marketing service. 
It receives wools, grsdes them at its own warehouse, and sells direct 
to mills through a sales agent, a private firm which has a sales office in 
Boston. Initial payments are made at the time of delivery. Wools are 
then pooled and final settlement is made when sales for the clip have 
been completed. The signing of a marketing agreement qualifies a 
producer as a member. 

1 Froman unpublbbed nport. "'A. DrW HI:stor1' 01 Wool Control iD the United States and t.be Admuu. 
traUoa of It by die w_ Deputmml. II ~ bJ" .&.. W. EllioU. III duu'p. Wool Brandl.. BostOD Zone 
Supply omce. BoftoD Arm7 Bas. 19l9.. 

• 0rpnInd ill nna as the Ohio Wool Omwen A.sodatioD. In J92fi tbe8S'SDdation ... ~ _. 
IIOGStId: moperalive and look the eorpomte name of OW Ohio Wool Growers C.oopeftUve Asww-ie'ion 
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TABLE I.-WOOL HANDLED BY THE OHIO WOOL GROWERS COOl'ERA
TIVE AsSOCIATION, 1918-38 

Year Wool handled Year Wool handled 

Pou'7&d8 PoundB 
1918 ___________________ 

~~2,694 
1929 _________________ 

3,832,624 
1919 __________________ 1,503,202 1930 _________________ 

3,325,000 1920 __________________ 
1,987.000 1931 _________________ 

3,776,000 1921 __________________ 
6,227,·000 

1932 _________________ 
3,325,000 1922 __________________ 

2,725,000 
1933 _________________ 

2,940,239 1923 ________ , _________ 3,144,000 1934 ______________ : __ 
3,163,053 1924 _______ ' ___________ 3,542J ooo 1935 _________________ 
3,365,901 

1925 __________________ 4,555,852 
1936 _________________ 

2,562,734 1926 __________________ 4,060,465 1937 _________________ 3,291,624 1927 __________________ 
3,221,039 1938 _________________ 2,521,000 1928 __________________ 
2,915,000 

Data. Bupplied by the asSOCiation. 

Besides offering a grading and selling service, the association is 
active in conducting educational projects with a view to improving 
production practices, quality of the wool clip, and preparation of the 
fleece for marketing. 

National Wool Exchange 
At a_conference of wool growers and bankers held in Helena, Mont., 

on November 12, 1924, it was decided to organize a cooperative to be 
known as the National Wool Exchange. The exchange was set up 
with headquarters in Boston and a. branch in Chicago for concentra.
tion of fleece wools and small western clips. Capitsl was obtained by 
the sale of 2,000 shares of 6 percent preferred stock of $100 par value 
and 3,000 shares of common stock, of no par value, offered at $1 per 
share. All classes of stock had voting power. 

It Was agreed that the organization would be owned and controlled 
exclusively by wool growers and those directly charged with respon
sibility for the operations. It was organized without promotional 
activities. Those purchasing stock signed a. 3-year pledge to ship 
their wool, with a penalty of one-half _cent per pound on all wool not 
shipped as agreed. It was suggested that growers subscribe for stock 
on a basis of 12~ cents per head of sheep owned. 

Seeking to avoid the fate of the National Wool Warehouse & Storage 
Co., the association did not make advances on wool e.-"cept for the 
freight. It fostered the organization of State and regional cooperative 
associations in States from which it drew its membership, but these 
cooperatives were to do their own financing. 

The organization had 214 stockholder-members and, in addition to 
handling wool for its stockholders, sold wool for other growers' coop-
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eratives under contract as a sales agency. NegotiaI,le warehouse 
receipts were issued on request, provided the wool was not mortgaged 
or otherwise encumbered. The exchange handled wool for State 
associations in Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Iowa, South Dakota, Color
ado, Nevada, Dlinois, a.nd N ew York. Various county associations also 
delivered their accumulations. Western headquarters were set up at 
Helena and warehouse facilities were established at Boston, Mass., 
Chicago, Ill., and Portland, Oreg. 

To supply members with current information on wool marketing, 
the Exeha.nge issued a weekly publication known as the National Wool 
Excha.nge Reporter. 

The National Wool Excha.nge bega.n operations in March 1925, and 
marketed wool for growers in both fleece-wool and territory States 
until it was superseded by the National Wool Marketing Corporation 
in 1930. Combination with the National Wool Marketing Corpora
tion was the result of a feeling that competition between cooperatives 
was undesirable. In 1929, the last year of its operations, the associa
tion ha.ndled approximately 18,000,000 pounds of wool, with a value 
of about $4,000,000. It redeemed all its preferred stock, plus a 6 
percent dividend, a.nd had a sizable surplus at the close of its 1929 
business. 

The-operation of the National Wool Excha.nge is an importsnt 
chapter in the history of the cooperative marketing of wool. It was 
strictly a sales-service organization and made no direct advances to 
growers. Up to this time wool growers' organizations had not been 
generally successful a.nd their members had only limited experience in 
the cooperative method. Even though much of this experience was 
based on operations on declining markets, which naturally limited 
results, it had served to demonstrate that producers could increase 
their bargaining power by selliug cooperatively. 

National Wool Marketing Corporation 
Sharp and continued declines in wool prices and the accumulation 

of large stocks of wool were largely responsible for the organization 
of a national wool-marketing agency. With the exception of the 
1927-28 season, wool prices had declined almost steadily since 1924. 
Fine-wool prices had fallen from $1.68 per clean pound at Boston in 
1925 to 84 cents in 1929, a decline of 50 percent. Values of other types 
and grades of wool had declined in proportion. Stocks of raw wool 
were accumulating rapidly. There was also considerable discussion 
of governmental assistsnce through a stabilization corporation,· some 

a The A.gricultural Marketing Act, approved june 15. 1m Cta Stat. n)~ provided that the Federal Farm. 
Board might recognise as & !.tablUzatioD corporatIon tor a given. commodity. & eorporatlon. all or whose 
outttandingvotinget6Ck or membership Interest in the corporation was owned oal,. by oooperattveassocla
tlou handling tbecommodlty, and which oompUed with oertaln other statutMy conditions. The FI!de.ral 
Farm Board was authorlud to make loans to any such at&bruu'ion oorperation rot' tbe purpose of con.trolHllJ 
snyaurpluain th&eoDllllOdttl. 
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CUP-YEAa~'r-------T-------1.------~------~------~----__ ~20 
1 •• 9-

1920-192' 

_1921 -19Z2 

192:1-1923 

t9Z3-1924 

.924 - I'Z5 

192"5 - "2~ 

.927- 1928 

1921 -192' 

1930 - '93·1 

1931 - 1'32 

1932 - t931 

"35-1934 

"M-I935 

Ittl5 -"3'6 
I',. -1931 

'93l-1"931 

FICUIlE 2.-DIFFEII.ENCE BETWEEN AVEIlACE PaICES OF \VOOL FOil 

THE SBEAlUNC SEASON (APJUL-Jtl1<E) AND FOil THE E!ITIllE CLIP 
Y £All. (ApII.IL-l\.wCa): OHIO AND SIIlILAll TBIlEE-EICBTHS BLOOD 
eoHBllfC WOOL, 1919-38. 

la i 3 of tbe 19 yean pril.u wrre lower at abearing time than during the I1!'St of the year_ 
(Data for 1919"""23 from Bostoo Commercial BuUrtin; clara for 1924-38 from ftPOlU cl 
U. S. Bu ...... of Agricultural Eaooomia.) 

growers preferring to seek belp from this source rather than to estab
lish their own cooperative. 

On the other band, growers felt that buyers were taking larger 
marg1ns than were justified, and they were not satisfied with the 
nature of competition among looal dealers. Tbey also believed that 
when the shearing season was under way and growers were .... lling 
their wool, dealers would take advantage of the large supply to drive 
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prices down, and that when the wool was in their hanils the dealers 
would then hold it for a relatively large speculative margin. 

Underlying this situation is the fact that usually only a. few manu
facturers are interested in buying wool during the shearing season. 
Few mill owners know at that time what their requirements for the 
year will be, and they prefer to wait until the wools are graded and 
prepared for mill needs. This accounts to some extent for the usually 
weak market at shearing time and permits speculative dealers to 
operate freely. 

A study of wool prices from 1919-20 to 1937-38 seems to substan
tiate the growers' opinion that wool prices are usually lowest at shear
ing time. In 13 of these 19 years, prices were lower at shearing time 
(April-June) than the average for the entire clip year (fig. 2). 

Average monthly prices of Ohio Three-eighths Blood wool for a 
I5-year period show that the prices are usually higher during the fall 
and winter months, normally the season of greatest mill buying activ
ity. At this time the wool is largely out of the hands of the growers 
(fig. 3). 

It appears logical that growers should aim to market their wool 
more in accordance with manufacturers' demands than in accordance 
with the seasonal production of the clip. The commodity lends itself 
readily to such a. procedure because it can be stored for a. considerable 
time without deteriorating, and also because wool manufacturers for 
the most part are concentrated in a comparatively small area. 
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FIGURE 5.-AvERAGE MONTHLY PRICE OF OHIO AND PENNSYLVANIA 
THREE-EIGHTHS BLOOD WOOL, GREASE BASIS, AT BOSTON, 1922-36. 

A long~time average sboWI prices lower at shearing time than later in the season.. (Based 
on reporu of the U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics.) 
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The hand-to-mouth manner of buying wool pmcticed by many 
mills and which first became noticeable upon the part of some dis
tressed manufacturers in 1929, has forced the storing of wool back 
upon the dealers. Instead of carrying 6 to 12 months' supply, as 
formerly, mills began to purehsse only a few weeks' supply. Only 
when manufacturers felt they were buying at very attmctive prices, 
would they stock up heavily during the shearing season when the clip 
was ready for market. It was believed thl\.t in a few instances mills 
refused to purchase rsw stock until orders for cloth were on ha.nd. 
Dealers, of course, made alIowa.nce for probable storsge expense when 
buying wool. When the growers became aware of this situl\.tion, they 
accepted it as a.notber good reason for warehousing wools under the 
supervision of a nation a.! organization, which they wonld own a.nd 
control. 

The passage of the Agricultural Marketing Act (46 Stat. 11) in 1929 
a.nd the creation of the Federal Farm Board to carry out the purposes 
of the act offered wool growers an opportunity to put into effect a 
plan for a national marketing organization. Leaders of existing wool 
cooperatives met in Chicago in August 1929 a.nd formed the National 
Wool Council which drew up pla.ns for such a.n organization. The 
council then sought the aid of the Federal Farm Board. At a second 
meeting in Chicago in October 1929, representatives of wool growers' 
a.nd wool-marketing organizations assembled and adopted I\. pla.n for 
a nl\.tiona.! cooperative wool a.nd mohair selling agency. (See Appendix, 
p.77.) 

An organization committee of 15 was appointed at this meeting a.nd 
on November 19, 1929, at San Angelo, Tex., this committee adopted 
articles of incorporation for a national wool-marketing organization. 
Although the provisions of the plan adopted were carried out with few 
exceptions, some of the methods applied were at variance with the 
ideaa of the original planners. Cooperative wool-marketing associa.
tions were organized in all wooi-growing sections of the country. 
These associations became stockholders in the National Wool Market
ing Corporation with which they sigoed marketing agreements for 
delivery of all their receipts. (See Appendix, p. 79.) By the middle 
of May 1930, 17 new cooperatives had been formed. These, together 
with the 13 associations already operating, made a total of 30 agencies. 

When the National Wool Marketing Corporation began operation 
in 1930, 7 associations in the fleece-wool States selected the organiza
tion as their esles agency. With the help of the new nationa.! agency, 
5 more associations were organized in fleece-wool areas not then served 
by cooperatives (fig. 4). The receipts of these 12 cooperatives, to
gt'ther with those of 18 cooperatives in the 11 western rsnge States a.nd 
Texas, made up the first business handled by the National Wool 
Marketing Corporstion (fig. 5). 
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Since 1930 the National has become the central sales ag~ncy for most 
of the large-scale wool-marketing associations in the United States. 
A detailed discussion of the National's operating methods and saies 
policies appears on pp. 17-56. 

Territory Served by 
Cooperdtive Wool-marketing Associations 

in the Fleece-wool Areas 

*COOPERATIVE WOOL'MUKETING ASS'NS • 
• Smel' WHI Pools· 

I.North 0"\0\. C_p.W .. I·mllI"Ulins Au'" 7.11",*, tiftl'hc .... m.n.ti"8 Ann. 
2.C06po Wool Gre •• rt of South D.W. a.M~ Coop.~Woof~ ... kdins A .. "ft. 
lMidwut Wool-",.rum5 Au'n. 9.Jnclioirt. Wool GrO'dP'S' An'h. 
4.MihNRt. Coop. W_l GI'OWW's+Au"" IQ.:.rducty WaoI GP'Owus Coop.A .. 'n. 

s..IDW. Sh •• p .Itd Wool Grown.'A .. "" II. Unit.d Wool ON ..... A .. ft. 
6.Wiltontin Wool G~."·A ... "n. 12.0hio Wool Grow.n'Ats'n. 

13. .... York St.t. ShMp Grown.' "utn. Inc. 

FIGURE 4. 

Approximately 25 percent of the production of the fleece-wool area is handled by coopera· 
tive organizatione~ {Based on data obtained from the associations.) 
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Organisation Set-up of National Wool Marketing 
Corporation and Its Member Agencies 

NATIONAL WOOL 
MARKETING CORPORATION 

Autho"3~ C .. pit"h5'!tion 51.000_ 000 
I 

J 
NATtONAl. WOOL 

CRfI)fT CORPORATION 
lSI. rt"5 n 

Caprtah30fiOft 
StOoo.ooo 

TERRITORY ASSOCIATIONS flEECE ASSOCIATIONS 
"'-Moh.w l.orw St. s-.... Cent ... , to_ M_ 
An3ono Mld-Toas SW Teqs SDatota konturty .... yo<> 
~ -- Utoh Uhnocs ~'$In tl Dakota 
Ca'aNdo Nov ..... ,.,,- Indiena Mtehtgan Ututtd 
Coio-NMr:x. N. MCXtCO ~ ~t4 
E: ICS4ho Orc.-Wash. 

Contracts i ConfMCts Conh".-cts I Contr.,ts 

I GROWERS LOCALS I LOCALS GROWERS I 

Fleece-\Vool Cooperatives 

GROWERS employ two principal ~ of associations in marketing 
their wool The most oommon is the small. loeal pool. The 

other is the State or n!gional association. 

Local Pools 

Most of the loeal wool pools are informal organizations. They 
oJX'note principally during the shearing ......... n and do not employ full
time man8g"lS. The growers mert'ly designate one of their number or 
appoint a oommittee to supervise the assembling and selling. County 
agriculturai8g"nts han! played an important part in the development 
of most of the wool pools in the 11 __ ..-001 States and in several of the 
nmge States. Many of the pools, particularly in the ..-estem part of 
the oountry • ..-ere formerly controlled by lending agencies. 

Local pools assemble the wool produced by many farmers at a 
oountry point and offer it for sale to the highest bidder. It is sold 
usually in one lot 'lrith little regard for the grade or quality of individ
ual clips. In some pools, ho..-ever. preliminary grading and classifying 
is d ...... ; that is, the wool is separated into fine. medium. and coarse 

1$3.37-. 2 
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grades and the rejects. Shrinkage of the various lots is Seldom 
calculated although it is one of the important factors in determining 
wool values. 

The various clips within the pool are often sold by the sealed-bid 
method. Under this method separate lots,_ or the whole pool, are 
offered to the hiihest bidder At times buyers appear in person to 
inspect the pools before making their bids, but frequently they submit 
their bids by letter. In announcing the sale, the pool manager may 
specify certain rules or regulations to which the buyers must conform. 
Sometimes the bids are made with qualifications, as one offer for wool 
of the top grade and another for lower grades. Many bids stipulate a 
certain percentage of the weight to be discounted for rejects which may 
be in the wool. Since the wool in these pools is usually not prepared 
for mill needs, most of the buyers are dealers who may bid on the basis 
of the lowest grade. 

The Eastern States produce wools which are principally of the two 
medium grades that are consistently light in shrinkage, making them 
particularly attractive to manufacturers. Therefore, in contrast with 
those of the range States, some of the eastern pools are purchased 
directly by manufacturers. This type of sale is particularly common 
in Pennsylvania., West Virginia, Tennessee, Virginia, and Kentucky. 

The Pennsylvania pools have grown in number and volume until 
there are about 30 county pools handling together approximately 
750,000 pounds of wool a year. The growers in these county organi
zations probably have made as much progress in their marketing 
operations as is possible under the pool system. They ha.ve become 
interested in their wool-marketing program to the point of grading 
the wool and finding buyers to bid on their accumulations. The State 
agricultural extension service keeps a record of these pool activities 
and offers advice whenever consulted. The growers seem to be satis
fied with their system and to have little desire to carry the marketing 
process beyond the local pool stage to the formation of a State-mar
keting organization. 

West Virginia pools have consolidated their operations into a State 
pool. Market demands and price trends at times other than the 
sbearing season are studied by this organization and the wool is some
times sold on contract several months in advance of shearing. The 
formation of a State pool was a progressive step for the members. 
It appears that they now have an opportunity to enlarge their mar
keting outlets. 

The pools in Tennessee are attempting to become more effective 
by forming a State organization. The wool is still sold, however, 
in independent county pools. Prior to 1930 the county-pool system 
prevailed in Virginia and Kentucky. When State and regional asso
ciations were formed that year most of these pools were abandoned, 
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as the growers preferred to support the larger organizations. A few 
pools still remain, and these have had a. fair degree of success. It is 
probable, however, that some of these have taken their cue from the 
State organization in determining when to sell, or that they have used 
the advance basis of the larger cooperative to determine what they 
should ask for their holdings. 

Other small independent pools are to be found in practically every 
wool-growing State in the country. It is probable that there will 
always be some wool pools because it is a simple matter to form or to 
disband them. 

Loeal pools have played an important part in the development of 
cooperative marketing of wool and have been the forerunners of State 
and regional associations. State, regional, and national cooperatives 
should recognize the appeal that loeal pools have for farmers and at
tempt to work with them wherever possible. If the larger cooperatives 
can assist these pools through more diverisfied outlets and better prep
aration of wool for market, much can be accomplished for the entire 
industry: . 

State and Regional Cooperative Associations 

Realizing that large volume was necessary for more efficient mar
keting, wool growers have brought together many local pools into 
State and regional organizstions. 

The common method of operation of these cooperative wool
marketing associations is for farmers in State-wide or larger areas to 
deliver their wool to a. central cooperative warehouse. There each 
clip is appraised and graded by competent graders. The wools are 
then placed in ealable lines of like grade and quality. Each line is 
sold to the manufacturer on its merit. It is usually necessary under 
this eystem to have full-time management and to arrange for eales in 
eastern markets. Such a. cooperative usually extends its services into 
fields such as fin8Jleing growers 8Jld instructing them in production 
methods 8Jld the proper preparation of wool for market. It is thrOugh 
this type of organization that the bulk of the cooperative wool finds 
its way to market. 

Most of these associations confine their activities within the bound
aries of a. single State. Three were built around farm-hureau ac
tivities. Usually the State is divided into districts and the members 
of each district select a wool grower to serve on the board of directore. 
The regional organizations operate in more than one State 8Jld attempt 
to have each State served represented on the board. The board of 
directors of both types of organization meet periodically to transact 
the business of the association. They each select an executive com
mitt"" to advise wit.h the manllg('r between sessions of the board. 
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The 13 State or regional fleece-wool cooperatives listed below have 
all been organized since 1917. Five began operations m: 1930. 

Cooperative Wool Gl'Owers of South Dakota,. Brookings~ S. D&k ________ _ 
Illinois Livestock Marketing Association, Chicago, 11L ________________ _ 
Indiana Wool Growers' Association, Indianapolis, Ind _________________ _ 
Iowa Sheep and Wool Growers' Association, Des Moines, 10wa _________ _ 
Kentucky Wool Growers' Cooperative Association, Lexington, Ky ______ _ 
Michigan Wool Cooperative Marketing Association, Lansing, Mich _____ _ 
Midwest Wool Marketing Association, Kansaa City, Mo _______________ _ 
Minnesota Cooperative Wool Growers' Association, Wadena, Minn _____ _ 
New York State Sheep Growers' Cooperative Associations, Inc., Penn Yan, 

N. Y __________________________________________________________ _ 

North Dakota. Cooperative Wool Marketing Association, Fargo, N. Dak_ 
Ohio Wool Growers' Cooperative, Columbus, Ohio ____________________ _ 
United Wool Growers' Association, Harrisonburg. Va ______ :. __________ _ 
Wisconsin Wool Growers' Association, Portage

J 
Wis ___________________ _ 

F,/'.::J)f 
(0..,.) 

1020 
1930 
1926 
1019 
1930 
1920 
1930 
1922 

1918 
1920 
1918 
1930 
1930 

Only one of the fleece-wool associations began operating when it 
had an opportunity to prepare and sell its first accumulation while 
prices were advancing. Nine began to operate in years of distressed 
markets and declining prices, and those which did not dispose of their 
accumnlations immediately after receiving them experienced difficulty 

POUNDS· PRICE* 
Millions c..ts 

20 40 

IS 30, 

10 20 

6 10 

o 
.'1.'. OItioMd_~$'NH_"_. 

FIGURE 6.-ToTAL WOOL HANDLED BY THE 12 FLEECE-WOOL COOPERA
TIVES OF THE NATIONAL WOOL MARKETING CORPORATION AND AVER
AGE ANNUAL PRICE, 1930-38. 

There it a tendency for volume to increase in rears when prices are relatively low and to 
decrease when markets are comparatively favorable. (Volume figures from the associa
tions; price data from reports of the U. S. Bureau of Agricultural EconumiCJ.) 
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TABLE 2.-WOOL fuND LED BY FLEECE-WOOL MEMBER AGENCIES OF 

THE NATIONAL WOOL MARKETING CORPORATION,1930-38 

AS!JOclatfon .... "'U .... .933 '1134 . ... '938 ' .. 1 ...... 
--

CooperatJ'" Wool Orowen 
1/100 1/100 1/100 1._ 1.000 1/100 1.000 1/100 

,_ 
....... ".. ... ".. .... p.,,, .... "",,,, ".. ... pl",uuk ".. ... "...... 

of Soutb Dakota •••• ______ as,," ..... .. ... ,,'00 ..... .. ... "742 .. ,.. uro 
illinois Livestock Market-

Ing As8oclsUOn ___________ 22. .33 300 ,& ... ... '5O ,.., ... 
Indiana Wool Growers" As-

aoclatloD _________________ . ... 7tIl .48 ... .... ... ... .... ... 
Iowa Sbeepand Wool Grow-

eI' AasoeIatIoD ___________ 1,137 ..... ..... ... . .... .,.. ... ... LOIO 
Kentucky Wool Growen" 

Cooperative A&9ociatlon._ ... ... ... ... OM ... an ... ... 
Michigan Cooperative Wool 

Marketing ABBoclatlmL ___ ... Of. 470 ... ... ... Il!8 21. .... 
Mldw6llt Wool MarkeUnr 

Association. _. ____ • ___ • ___ ..... ..... ..... 2,712 ..... .. ... '.857 2,0117 ..... 
ldinDG$ota Cooperative 

Wool Growers' ......... tlon _______________________ '.231 L"" 1,216 1. "281 2,000 ... ... 211 ..8110 
Now y",. a .. te a....., 

Orowerr Cooperative As-
aoclatlons" lne.. ___________ . 22. ... ... .to IN ... 87 .. ... 

Nonb Dakota Cooperative 
Wool Mar.ketfng Aasocla-
tIon ........ : .............. ..... ..... 1,816 '61 ..... 1,011 .M l,t71 2, ... 

Untted Wool Growerr A .. 
&oeiation. _______ • __ • ______ '.'" ... ... ... 712 100 IlII1 '. "'" "'" Wisconela CooperaUv>& 
Wool 

0 ........ _ 

lion .•••• ___ :. _________ ••.. ... 417 ... 361 665 ... ,.. ... .... 
----

Total_. _____ ._. _____ •• 16.143 . ..... ...... ...... 11,e09 . ..... .. ... ...... 19..227 

Source of data: Records 01 the fleece-wool as:soc!ations. 

in making satisfactory returns to their members. Three were organ
ized in years when wool prices were extremely high, but these years 
were followed shortly by periods of sharp price declines. In spite of 
these unfavorable conditions most of the organizations have been able 
to hold a membership that has delivered a substantial volume. 
Progress might have been greater had market trends been more favor
able in the early years of operation, but on the other hand some of the 
cooperatives might not have been organized had the market been 
active and firm. 

Experience has proved that when growers have been loyal to their 
organization through 2 or 3 consecutive years of good returns, they will 
probably stick to it through an occasional year of poor returns. On 
the other hand, if the first ye&1"8 or even the second year's experience 
is one of unsatisfactory returns, there is usually ... heavy loss in the 
membership. This tendency was borne out by the history of the 
fleece-wool associations. 

The volume of the State and regional associations has been quite 
variable. There is a tendency for volume to increase in years when 
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prices are relatively low and to decrease when markets are compara
tively favorable (fig. 6 &nd table 2). It is unfortunate for the asso
ciations that many growers choose to support cooperative marketing 
in distressed times rather than good years. This is partly because 
the trade does not buy freely when markets are distressed; therefore, 
the grower feels the need of cooperative marketing service. This 
service is more difficult at these times, of course, th&n when markets 
are good and the dealers are active. The h&ndicap of irregular &nd 
insufficient volume is further illustrated by the data in table 3 which 
shows the wool received by each cooperative as a percentage of the 
production of its respective area. It is generally considered that to 
be a factor in the marketing of the area's production, each cooperative 
should receive at least 25 percent of the wool produced in its area. 

TABLE 3.-PERCENTAGE OF PRODUCTION OF AREA SERVED HANDLED 

BY FLEECE-WOOL MEMBER AGENCIES OF NATIONAL WOOL MARKET

ING CORPORATION, 1930-38 

Association 1 ... I .. ' 1932 '1l33 ''''' I ... 1036 1"7 "'''' --
Cooperative Wool GrowersoCSouth Dakota.. __ .... 39.1 " ... 22.8 41.7 25.' "'. "'7.7 Sl.1 
Dlinois Livestock Marketing Associ&tiOtL __ •• ... 3.' 5' ... ... e.. ~o ... 7.0 
Indiana Wool Growera' Association ___________ ... 8 ,3.3 14.2 7.' 10.6 7.8 U 6., 10,8 
lowaSbeepand Wool Growen"' A!5oclatitm ___ 1<.0 28.' .... W •• 15. • 7 .• ... 5.7 w.' 
Kentueky Wool Growers' Cooperative AssocI-

ation. ______________________________ • _____ ." 
'.7 7.0 13.8 '3.8 14.2 '.7 1.6' ... '2.2 

MicbiRBn Cooperatlve Wool MarketlngASSOC-
1oUon ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•....••..... ... 1.' U U '.1 '.8 I.' ... ... 

Midwest Wool Marketing AS5fJdaljon l. _____ "'-, ... 2U 17.2 26.7 17.S lU 12.8 ., .. 
Minnesota Coopamtlve Wool Growers" Asso-

elatioo _________________________ •• ___ • _______ 
"'0 18.7 , ... 18.S 28.0 1 .• 3.5 ... .... 

New York State Sheep Grower.( Cooperative 
........ _ 1= ........................... 7.1 7 .• 9 .• 5.' ... ••• ... ... 16.. 

North Dakota C-ooperatlve Wool Marketing --................................. 83.7 31.7 23." 16.1 .5.4 17.3 11.7 .... .... 
United Wool Orowars' A!BOOlation' _________ . .... 17_1 10.8 2.1.£J 18. • 21.8 .... .... 32.7 
Wisconsin Cooperative Wool Growers' .ism-

datloo_ • _________________ • __________________ ... , ... 126 12.> 19.1 16.5 ... 13.5 .... 
----I- 1-;--Total ________________ • _____________ • ___ .... ".1 , ... lU .... .... 10. • 13..& I 23.6 

I Area served Includes Missourl, Xansa.., Nebruka. Oklahoma. and Arkansas. 
I AnJ8 served: 1930. Maryland. Virginia. North Carolina. Tennessee. Alabama. and Louisiana.. 1931, 

Maryland. Virginia. North Carollila, ~ and Alabama.. 1932. Maryland, Virginia" and North 
Carollna. 1933, 19M. MarJland, Virglnla. North Carol~ Alabama. &nd I.ou.isWJa. 1935. 1936. lU37. 1938,. 
Maryland and VIrginIa. 

Bourc& nt data: Computed from production estimates or the BuralU of AgricuJtural Economks. U. S. 
nepartmenl of Agricu)ture. and fl'om tonllBp ftgunIs supplied by the National Wool Marketing Corpam--. 



Operating Methods, Policies, and Problems 

T HE fleece-wool cooperatives have the usual operating problems of 
the small f&l'Illers' association. In contrast with the marketing of 

territory wools from the range States, the fleece-wool clips are smaller, 
the number of grades in each clip is greater, and the farm-flock grower 
who often considers wool growing a mere side line knows less about 
quality, grade, and value of his wool than the average range operator 
(fig. 7). Also there are more local wool buyers to purchase the clip • 
. The buying commission offered by wool houses to local representatives, 
usually 2 can ts per pound, is enough to attract such buyers as feed
store operators, crea.mery-station operators, filling-station operators, 
sheep shearers, retired farmers, some active farmers, and always the 
small town iunk dealer. 

In view of these facts, the benefits to be derived from cooperative 
marketing by growers of fleece wools probably oUHlumber the potential 
benefits to growers in the range States by a considerable margin. 
This lI\ay account for the fact that an increasing peroen tage of the 
wool handled by the National Wool Marketing Corporation comes 
from the fleece-wool States (table 4). The average fleece-wool clip is 
too small· to attract buyers of large quantities, and so it often changes 
hands three or four times before it reaches the manufacturer. This 
naturally increases the total expense of marketing and tends to reduce 
prices offered to producers. 

FIGURE 7.-A TYPICAL FARM FLOCK, 

The small farm Hock is usual1y of mixed breeding. Frequently western ewes are shipped 
to the Middle Wen and Ean for farm Rplacemcnts. 

1'1 
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TABLE 4.-RECEIPTS OF FLEECE-WOOL MEMBER AGENCIES COMPARED 
WITH RECEIPTS OF ALL MEMBER AGENCIES OF THE NA")"IONAL WOOL 
MARKETING CORPORATION, 1930-38 

Total receipts Fleece-wool 
Total receipts. of wool by receipts ass member agen-

Year of wool by cies of the percentage 
fleece-wool National Wool of total re-
8.B80ciatioDs Marketing ceipts of the 

Corporation National 

1,000 pounds 11000 pounds Percent 1930 ____________________________ 
16,743 116,656 14. 4 1931 ____________________________ 
16,894 105, 787 16. 0 1932 ____________________________ 
15,464 65, 727 23. 5 1933 ____________________________ 
10,484 41,106 25. 5 

1934 ____________________________ 17,609 62,327 28.3 1935 ____________________________ 
10,650 30,951 34. 4 1936 ____________________________ 
8, 326 20,311 41. 0 1937 ____________________________ 

10,895 27,915 39.0 1938 ____________________________ 
19,227 42,536 45. 2 

Source of data: Natlollal Wool Marketing Corporation. 

Financial Service 

The financial service is one of the most necessary services rendered 
by wool associations to their members. It is of two types; the pre
shearing advance and the so-called commodity advance made upon 
delivery of the wool. The advances offered by the cooperative seem 
to be given more consideration by members than any other service. 
In spite of the associations' efforts to build up an understanding of 
the more general advantages of cooperative marketing, growers still 
consider the rate of advance carefully and compare it with outside 
offers before deciding to consign wool to the association. Only one 
wool cooperative elllims to have been successful in holding its older 
members on the basis of service other than advance payments. 

The State and regional associations obtain money for advances to 
growers from the National Wool Marketing Corporation which, in 
tum, borrows from the banks for cooperatives or from commercial 
banks. Many local associations establish their own line of credit to 
make the initial advances to growers. This line of credit is flexible 
and permits repayment and reborrowing as needs arise. When tbe 
wool is delivered and is in position to be used as collateral, the ass0-

ciations are able to go either to the banks for cooperatives or the 
National Wool Marketing Corporation and pledge the wool for 65 
percent (in 1938) of the market price. 

Wool is said to be in such a "collateral position" when the ware-
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house receipt or bill of lading is acceptable as security for a loan. 
The wool may be in original bags in a bonded warehouse and warehouse 
receipts issued in a form acccptable to the lending agencies; or it 
may be taken out of the original bags, graded, and commingled into 
selling lines, and an ace<lptable warehouse receipt issued for each 
graded line. If wool is placed on board cars, the bill of lading is 
also satisfactory as collateral. A great many loans are made in this 
manner, the bill of lading being exchanged later for warehouse receipts. 

A few associstions make advances to growers only when wool is 
actually delivered to a central warehouse, appraised, and graded. 
This practice is by far the safest and most economical, but it will 
not bring the maximum tonnage to the association. Most growers 
demand an advance at the country point, where they actually part 
with their wool and tum it over to the association. Under the flat.
rate (see p. 20) system, the country-point advances can be made with 
comparative safety and little confusion and expense. 

PruMaring Advances 

Grow"", often request an advance on their wool clip ""vera! weeks 
or sometimes several months prior to shearing. Tbese advances are 
made to assist growers in meeting winter and spring operating costs. 
This type of financing, although available to many fleece-wool ass0-

ciations, ia mostly confined to cooperatives that border the range 
Sts tes and handle large clips. Only two of the fleece-wool associa
tions consider the making of preshearing advances necessary for the 
successful operation of their oi-ganization. Three cooperatives make 
some preshesring advances but do not encourage them, and seven 
make no preshearing advances whatsoever, contending the advantage 
to the grower is offset by the trouble and cost in making them. In 
some years local hanks have not assisted growers with additional 
advances and the cooperatives have been of inestimable service to 
their members in offering them loans of this type. 

Interest at the rate of 6 percent is usually charged on preshearing 
advanoes until the clip is delivered to the association when the interest 
rate ia reduced Be the advance is then considered a commodity loan. 
The greatest demand for preshearing advances usually comes in 
January and February; that is, 2 to 4 months before the beginning of 
the shearing season. Occasionally such advances are made earlier, 
when growers are in need of operating funds or when some emergency 
arises. Losses on loans of this type have been negligible and for the 
most part have been caused by unforeseen death losses and other 
unpredictable occurrences. The advance is usually from 50 cents to 
$1 per fleece, and most associations make the lORn on the basis of 90 
percent of the number of sheep in the flock. 

It is difficult sometimes for an association to refuse to make these 
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small preshearing advances, because many country dealers advance the 
fanners a dollar per fleece without any interest charge.. The dealer 
naturally expects to recover the amount of the interest from his margin 
of profit, but this is not always clear to the grower. 

Commodity Advances 

The commodity advance is made when the grower delivers his e1ip 
to the association. It is made by cooperatives on all types of wool 
to all growers who wish it. All but a very few growers accept this 
advance, which is merely a loan on their wool. The loan is ordinarily 
around two-thirds of the estimated current market value from which 
amount the growers' marketing costs are deducted. A few coopera
tives lend as much as 75 percent of the estimated market value. 

Some associations make a parti81 advance to the grower when the 
wool is delivered to the country assembling point, and a further 
advance when it has been graded at the association's central ware
house. Recently, however, most of the cooperatives have decided to 
follow the practice of making one flat advance to all growers delivering 
average types of wool, without a supplementary advance. This saves 
the cooperative a great deal of expense because then it is not necessary 
to rush the appraising and grading, and more time is allowed for the 
cooperative to place the wools in well made up selling lines. It is also 
an improvement over the practice of appraising each clip at the country 
shipping point. Under the flat-advance system, expert wool appraisers 
at the country shipping points are unnecessary. 

To determine what the rate of advance will be under this system, 
an estimated average wool price is taken for each wool-growing ares, 
according to the grade and quality of the bulk of the wool produced. 
When there is considerable variation in grade in a particular area, 
a flat advance will be made on fine wools, another on medium wools, 
and possibly a third flat advance on coarse wools. To illustrate, 
when the average price is about 30 cents per pound, the cooperative 
will advance 65 percent of 30 cents or HI ~ cents, less 5 cents for 
marketing costs, which makes the actual .advance to the grower 14~ 
cents per pound. Thus, if medium wools are worth 32 cents and fine 
wools 25 cents, the advances will be 15.8 cents and 11" cents, respec
tively. 

The assessment of 5 cents per pound for costs of marketing, which 
is about the average, covers all costs such as the National Wool 
Marketing Corporation's selling charge, the local cooperative's 
charges for administration, the grading and field work, and the freight 
costs. The break-down of the charges varies considerably with the 
different associations. (See also p. 44.) 

The policy to be followed in making commodity advances is an 
annual problem. Advances are made during a. very short period, 
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while the wool is merchandised over a period of many months. This 
makes high rates extremely dangerous. The usual proeedure is to 
look to the National Wool Marketing Corporation to determine the 
rate of advance, on the basis of prices in the Boston market. A 
dangerous situation arises when the rate of advance must be deter
mined at a time when the Boston market is inactive and nominal 
quotations must be used, or when the market is extremely active and 
prices are rising or declining at a rapid rate. These conditions have 
at times made base prices quoted to the locals by the National Wool 
Marketing Corporation appear to be out of line with local country 
prices. It may be that efforts to reflect accurate market conditions 
in the advance are not justified, since, regardless of market conditions 
at the shearing season, growers receive the entire net proceeds from 
the &ales of their clips in the final settlements. 

In a sincere effort to reflect market oonditions, the National Wool 
Marketing Corporation has often revised its authorized advance as 
values changed in the Boston wool market. Each time that an ass0-

ciation has changed its rate of advance, whether up or down, the 
change has increased administrative expense. If the ra te of advance 
were increased those members who received advances at a lower rate 
felt that their advances should be brought up to the new level. 

Until 1936, with few exceptions, it was the policy of the associations 
to advance as much as they could borrow from financial agencies, 
believing that high advances were necessary to obtsin volume. It 
has also been the practice of several associations at times to supple
ment the authorized advance with an additional cent or more from 
their own reserves. This latter practice has almost invariably led to 
trouble. When supplemental advances are made the margin of safety 
is reduced. Also experience has shown that most supplementsl 
advances are made on inferior wools which are difficult to sell and 
are usually sold last. Growers of the better clips are more likely to 
be satisfied with their first appraisals and do not request the supple
mentsl advance. These additional advances require extra effort and 
expense on the part of the cooperative and, unless they are made to 
all members alike, cause dissatisfaction on the part of those who did 
not receive them. 

Ou"adM1tceS 

An overadvanced position is probably fraught with more danger 
than 8lly other situation faced by a cooperative. Associations now 
realize the futility of trying to collect overad vances from their mem
bers, even though it may seem that growers are morally obligeted to 
pay back money that does not belong to them. Each association has 
had some experience in making excessive advances to members and 
then trying to collect the overage. 
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The years 1930 and 1931 ,were seasons of heavy overadvances. 
Local associations then assumed little or no responsibility' for advances 
and exercised comparatively little control over the rate, leaving its 
determination to the National Wool Marketing Corporation. Cer
tain directors of the corporation and the sales agent insisted on high 
advanc.es to increase volume and so carry the consignors over the 
currently weak market. The corporation authorized advances of 90 
and 83 percent of the market value for the 2 years, respectively. 
Drastic price declines were then experienced whi"h left the associations 
in a eritical position. 

In 1932 the local associations changed their policy and the average 
rate of advance was reduced to about 75 percent of the market value. 
Wool prices reached the bottom and began to rise about the middle 
of that year, and these two facts helped to strengthen the associations' 
financial position. 

In 1933 the associations became even more conservative in their 
advances, making 75 percent the maximum in most instances. Fol
lowing this tendency came a substantial rise in wool prices and the 
average return to members for that year was substantially higher than 
the comparable prices obtained through noncooperative channels. 

The year 1934 proved to be a devastating one for cooperative wool 
marketing. Advances for the most part appeared to be conservative, 
but subsequent declines in prices and the sale of the wools the follow
ing year at the very lowest point in the market again placed the coop
eratives in an overadvanced position. 

Various degrees of safety for advances made each clip year by the 
National Wool Marketing Corporation are indicated by figure 8. Each 
season's advance is determined by using average wool values duriug 
April, May, and June as a base of 100 percent. This is the time when 
wools are delivered to the association and advances are made. It will 
be noted that, had it been possible for the National Wool Marketing 
Corporation to sell each year's accumulation within the clip year, 
every advance except those for 1930 and 1931 would have been con
servative. Declining prices and quiet markets in some years, how
ever, resulted in wools not being sold within the clip year. Raw wool 
prices went down to very low levels during 1930 and 1931, both 
years of declining consumer purchasing power. As a result, the han
dling of both these clips resulted in an overadvanced position. The 
advance bases for the other 4 years shown were safe and final results 
rested entirely with the selling policy. 

In the last few years several local associations have e.~ressed a 
desire to assume aU financial responsibility for the handling of their 
clip, rather than to rely on the National Wool Marketing Corporation 
for this service. They believe that loeal financial responsibility 
would develop better local leadership and that growers and directors 
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would then assume more responsibility. They feel that the officers 
and directors will take more interest in guarding the 11!cal finances, 
adopt sounder operating policies, and be more conservative in making 
advances to growers. 

Some growers, on the other hand, feel that independent financing 
by each local association would tend to destroy the significance of 
the National Wool Marketing Corporation and cause some local 
associations to withdraw from the national organization. They 
point out that independent selling and Competition between coopera
tives might be the result of such a policy. 

It is important to the growers and to the associations that the 
loeal cooperatives associate their efforts with a national wool mar
keting program. If, however, finaneing is the only bond that holds 
the local associations as members of the National, it is questionable 
whether this bond is a sound one. . 

The eonsensus seems to be, however, that complete local financial 
responsibility is desirable, if and when the associations are capable 
of undertaking it. Only a few, however, are in such a position. 
Conflicts between local and national management policies have 0c

curred, natura.lly, as each has attempted to make a satisfactory 
showing in the way of lower handling costs and at the same time 
show earnings and increased reserves. Had the National Wool 
Marketing Corporation been strictly a sales agency, these contro
versies probably would not have arisen. It is conceded by the 
members, however, that the service and financing work of the National 
Wool Marketing Corporation has been an important factor in the 
development of the local associations. 

The fact that the National Wool Marketing Corporation had 
assumed responsibility for supplying financial assistance and deter
mining the rate of advances caused a few of the associations in the 
beginning to assume little responsibility in making commodity 
advances. Thi~ situation has changed now. Most of the associations 
realize that the commodity advances are their responsibility and that 
they are liable for collections. This has fostered development of more 
conservative policies on the part of the local associations. 

In~rut Charged on Advances 

As most growers take a commodity advance on their wool at tlie 
time of delivery, interest is charged for the actual time the money is 
borrowed by the grower. When any part of tlie grower's clip is sold, 
interest charges stop on the portion sold, even tliough final settlement 
with the grower is not made for several weeks or months. When pro
ceeds from the portion sold are held by the National Wool Marketing 
Corporation until final settlement can be made, the growers receive 
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interest on the money so held. Thus growers sometinIes receive 
interest credits as well as interest charges on their account sales. 

Six percent was the customary rate of interest on commodity 
advances until 1937, when the rate was dropped to 5 pereent. The 
rate is subject to change, naturu.lly, for although the corporation is 
able to borrow from the Central Bank for Cooperatives at its pre:: 
vailing rate, this rate changes from time to time according to general 
money market conditions. . 

For some years the National Wool Marketing Corporation retained 
ea.rniugs on interest charges and added them to the reserves. Because 
the corporation is not prinIarily a financial agency but was set up to 
sell wool for its member agencies, it is now considered that any interest 
earnings above the cost of administration of the loans should be 
returned to the grower. Since 1935, therefore, the national organiza
tion has returned such ea.rniugs to its member associations. 

Many grow('.rB find it difficult to understand why they have to pay 
interest on their commodity advances. They fail to see that it is 
necessary for the local association, and in turn the N ational Wool 
M arketiug Corporation, . to pledge the wool as collateral in order to 
obtain funds from which to make advances to growers at time of 
delivery. The National Wool Marketing Corporation does not buy 
the wool but merely lends the grower a part of the estimated value of 
his clip. The money so loaned must be borrowed from financial 
agencies and so is subject to interest charges which must be met by 
the association. 

It is true, of course, that some private dealers make an advance to 
growers prior to delivery of their wool, without interest charges. 
If the dealer has horrowed this money, interest must be paid on it, 
and, if it is not paid outright by the grower, allowance must be made 
by the dealer in the price paid the grower for his wool. Interest 
charges on all advances, whether preshea.riug or commodity advances, 
are justified, as these &mounte are all really loans. 

D~ducti01JS for Rueroes 

Only 3 associations out of 13 make a specific deduction for reserves. 
The amount deducted varies from 25 to 50 cents per 100 pounds. 
Associations not making specific deductions for reserves are attempt
ing to establish them out of ea.rniugs from operations. This may prove 
an uncertain source of income, however, and it seems that even if the 
amount set aside for this purpose through deduction is very small, sueh 
a deduction should be made. This plan is generally recognized as 
one of the soundest of cooperative policies in that. it tends to fur
ther the member's sense of ownership and responsibility for his 
associstion. 
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Grading and Classifying 

When wools have reached the cooperative warehouse, the next step 
in handling is grading and classifying (fig. 9). Grading is n6Cess&ry 
before fleece wools can be iDtelligently merohandised. This is an im
portant step from the standpoint of both grower and cooperative 
salesman.. Because there is great variation in grade and quality 
among clips and also among individual fleeces within each clip, it 
is only through gra.din( that growers are able to sell their wool on its 
merits. 

In the process of grading wool, fleeces are left intact. When two 
or more grades are found in one fleece, the predominating grade ap
plies. Not until the wool is received by the manufacturer is the f1eooe 
broken up into sorts for manufacturing purposes. 

All grades of wool are produced in the Beece-wool. States, and each 
grade has a separate value on the market. Few farm flocks produce 
less than 8 or 4 grades and numerous flocks as many as 12 or 15 dif
ferent commercial grades. In table 5 are shown the proportions of 
the various grades, according to the diameter of the fiber, marketed 
by 11 fleece-wool cooperatives. Combing and clothing grades are not 
shown separately in this table, because there is great variation from 
year to year, in the length of staple for these grades. Most of the 
1ISIl0ciations grade their wools and arrange them in salable lines 
before turning them over to the National Wool Marketing Corpo
ration to be sold. The graded wools, however, are not actually ship-

FIGUlUl 9.-PILES 01' GIlADED WOOL IN A l..ocAL WAilEHOUSE. 

Every clip ia gracled and c:laasi&ed into lou oJ limilar Fade and quality. One clip may 
contain 10 or more atades of wool. 
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FIGURE to.-SHOWROOM IN WAREHOUSE OF NATION"L WOOL MARKET

ING CoRPOIlATION. 

Sample bags of graded wool and original bag lots are shown and appraised in well-lighted 
rooms. 

Marketing Corporation sell it in the original bag by means of sealed 
bids. This method is employed to enable growers to obtain im
mediate, full returns. 

In most of the warehouses graders licensed by the Federal Govern
ment are employed, and the grading conforms to United States stand
ards. The associations handling only 200,000 or 300,000 pounds, or 
less, are often handicapped in having to put up wools for sole in less 
than carlot quantities. Associations handling 500,000 pounds, or 
more, are able to make their grades in sizable lots, thus attracting 
lo.rger manufacturers as well as the smaller ones. Cooperatives should 
make every effort to handle a tonnage of not less than 500,000 pounds 
of wool, as this quantity offers greater possibilities in merchandising. 

When the local cooperatives do their own grading it is necessary to 
have skilled wool graders. As there have been few qualified graders 
available in the interior, the National Wool Marketing Corporation 
has supplied graders at cost, from their Boston warehouses. Local 
graders are being trained to do this work, however, and probably 
within a few years it will not be necessary for the associations to look 
to Boston for graders. The task of finding graders is made more diffi
cult because of the shortness of the season. As the number of local 
graders increases, it may be advisable for the National Wool Mo.rket-
ing Corporation to supervise the grading operations, in order that the 
grades oC its member agencies be kept constant. This would assure 
sufficient uniformit.y to enable the corporation to guarantee sales to 
mills. 
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Types of Fleece Wools 

Numerous types of wool are grown in the various producing area.s 
of the tleece-wool States. Overlapping of wool types makes it im
possible to outline each area clearly and definitely. It is also difficult 
to designate the particular types of wool produced in each section 
because every section produces a wide variety of grades and types of 
wools. This diseussion will deal principally with the predominating 
types and grades of wools for the respective sections, aceording to 
information gathered from the cooperatives and from experienced 
wool men (fig. 11) .. 

AREA 1. Eastern North Dakota or Red River Vallty.-The best wools 
handled by the North Dakota Cooperative Wool Marketing Associa
tion are from this section, which is the area. between the Missouri 
River and the Red River. The wools are not considered choice bright 
wools. However, most have a good length of staple. The predom
inating grades are Three-eighths and Quarter Blood, shrinking from 
50 to 56 percent. Practically all clips are from farm flocks. 

TYPES OF FLEECE WOOL PRODUCED IN SPECIFIED AREAS 

t. East,rn North Dakota or R.cllWtw 
Vaney WOOl. 

2. ~f'ft\ Rod woola of Salol'tti Daflota 
3. hll' mnh. wool, 
.... tern Oakot. woola 
5. Northtlrn Mlnnuota-.oota 
.. Southft'ft Miftft ... u _I, 
7. Typical t.,. woott. 
.. towa-MillOUl'l -.0011 
t. bnfl'-N.tnaau. wooff 

10. Okla'uxu-North T .... wool. 
11. SprinSfilW wool, 
12. Aver.,. Waollri lind Arhn .. swool. 
13. \.out,iaM woole 
14. 'fIiRonsin wool. 
15. Ohio·Midti!l.ftweoJl 
.ft..IIUnoil-flMli,,,.wool, 
1'7. IIvl Gra .. weota 
.e. $outhem wools 
." hnnlylvani.-Hcw Yorlt--fhw En!llend ..... 

FIGURE 11. 
Boundaries an:: difiicult to cstablish~ as there is much overlappiug of types 'Produced in 
Mighbo~g &rea... (Bated on data obtained from the cooperative assoaations and 
from the U. S. Bureau of Agricultural &onomia.) 
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AREA 2. Farm-flock area oj Soutk Dakota.-Clips in this area are 
from the smaller farm flocks. As a rule, these wools are a. little brighter 
than the wools from area NO.1; usually the staple is of fair length, but 
the bulk of the wools are not considered as strictly bright, most of 
them heing classed as semibright. The shrinkage of the Medium 
grades will vary considerably, with the bulk of them shrinking from 
50 to 57 percent. The Cooperative Wool Growers of South Dakot-a. 
is the leading marketing agency. 

AREA 3. Belle Fourche.-Wools from this section are considered 
very good and often, if the sea.son is favorable, choice. Many of the 
clips come from irrigated pastures. Belle Fourche is the center of the 
South Dakota. range area from which a great many large range clips 
are marketed. The strictly Belle Fourche wools have esta.blished a 
reputation for being of high quality and frequently clips from sur
rounding Sta.tes are brought in to be marketed there. Often the 
quality of these clips does not compare well with the original Belle 
Fourche wools. The grading clips from this area run strong to Three
eighths and Half Blood with the Three-eighths Blood shrinking around 
53 to 54 percent. The good Fine wools shrink around 65 to 66 percent. 
Many heavier and darker clips, however, are sold at this point. A 
fair percentage of the Belle Fourche wools is marketed each year 
through the Cooperative Wool Growers of South Dakota. 

AREA 4. 'Western Dakota section; west oj tke Missouri River in both 
NoTtk Dakota aM South Dakota.-Wools from this section are for the 
most part range wools. They grade mostly Fine and are usually de
scribed as Fine French combing wools. They shrink about 68 percent 
and many clips somewhat more. There are, however, several combing 
clips with a lighter shrinkage. The Cooperative Wool Growers of 
South Dakota markets much of the South Dakota wool in the area, 
while the North Dakota Cooperative Wool Marketing Association 
handles a considerable tonnage of the western North Dakota wools. 

AREA 5. Norlkern Minnesota.-Wools from this section are usually 
the better type of Minnesota wools. The sta.ple is good, the clips 
light in shrinkage (from 48 to 52 percent for the Quarter Bloods), and 
the wools bright. The Minnesot-a. Cooperative Wool Growers' Asso
ciation is the predominant marketing agency. 

AREA 6. Southern Minnesota.-Usually the semibright and darker 
Minnesota wools come from this are&. They run from 2 to 6 percent 
heavier than those from the northern part of the State. A good part 
of the wool in this section grades Fine, although the greater portion is 
crossbred. The Minnesota. Cooperative Wool Growers' Association 
is the leading marketing agency for these wools. 

AREA 7. Typical Iowa wool section.-Both bright and semibrlght 
wools come from this area. All grades are produced, but the Medium 
grades predominate. Average Quarter Bloods shrink around 50 to 51 
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percent. The Iowa Sheep and Wool Growers' Association operates 
throughout the State. 

AREA 8. parf of IotDa tmd tk _ 7Wrl.k <>J tk Mis8<>vri RiAJer in 
M..-ri.-80me very attno.ctive wools are produced in this area. 
They usually grade into the bright lines. Medium wools predomi
nate, although there is considerable Fine wool produced. Quarter 
Bloods from this ...- probably will shrink 48 to 50 percent. The 
Midwest Wool Marketing Association markets a considerable part of 
these wools annually and the Iowa association handles a portion of 
wools in the southern part of that State. 

ABEA 9. K ........ tmd Ndlra&ka.-Fine wools predominate in Ne
braska while crossbred wools predominate in Kansss where there are 
more small farm Hocks. There are some bright wools. However, 
the bulk grade into the semibright lines. Some of the Fine wools from 
Npbraska grad'e into heavier lines, shrinking 68 percent or more. The 
Midwest association operates in this ares. 

AREA 10. OIdaJw_ tmd Norlh Tua8.-This is known as one of the 
red-wool sections, and many of the clips contsin an e."<:eessive am<lunt of 
red soil. -Some of the wools from the smaller farm Hocks, however, are 
fairly light in shrinkage. Some clips in the Panhandle section of 
Texas are quite heavy-many shrinking in the neighborhood of 70 
percent. Small farm Hocks are the rule in Oklahoma, although since 
1935 many Hocks of a thousand or more have been brought into the 
west<'rn part of the State. Many of the wools grade Medium and are 
of oonsiderably lighter shrinkage than the north Texas clips. Growers 
in this area also are served by the Midwest Wool Marketing Associ
ation. 

AREA 11. SpriflgjiWl (Mo.) _.-Clips from this section are con
sidered by many handlers among the choicest wools in the country, 
hl'esuse sheep are grown on clean mountain pastures where there is 
little cultivation. Three-eighths and Quarter Bloods predominate 
and the Quarter Bloods shrink in many instsnces less than 45 percent. 
The Midwest Wool Marketing Association operates also in this &reS. 

AREA 12. Alis8<>vricM Ar1caMaB.-The average wool grown in the 
northern part of this area is probably of a little better stsple and 
better quality than that from the southern portion. Many bright 
clips can be found, bowever, in the southern part of the area and often 
!!Orne of the Arkansas wools will compare favorably with the Spring
field arP& wools. Growers bere are served by the Midwest Wool 
Marketing Associstion. 

AREA 13. I..ooioiafUl.-No large volume of wool is produced in this 
area, exeept that whi .. b goes into one large pool. All grades come into 
this pool. The majority of the fleeces are of Medium grade and often 
shrink under 40 peroent. A considerable portion would be classed in 
the coarser grades. 
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AREA 14. Wisc0n8in and the part rif Michigan north of Lake Michi
gan.-Wools from this area are of average quality; the horthern clips 
are possibly a little lighter in shrinkage and brighter than most of the 
southern Wisconsin wools. A good average Quarter-Blood line from 
WISconsin shrinks about 48 to 50 percent. The WISCOnsin Wool 
Growers' Association serves this area. 

AREA 15. Ohio and Michigan.-Included in this area is a narrow 
strip of eastern Indiana and a small part of western Pennsylvania. 
Some of the choice Fine wools in the United States are produced here. 
This region is known for its Fine Delaine wools, shrinking from 62 to 
65 percent. Also a big line of Medium wools is produced which 
compares favorably with wools of other sections as to brightness and 
length of staple. The Michigan Cooperative Wool Marketing 
Association and the Ohio Wool Growers' Cooperative operate in this 
area, while some of the Pennsylvania wools are sold through county 
pools. 

AREA 16.-Illinois and Indiana.-Wools from these two States are 
quite similar, except that the wools from Dlinois are possibly 1 to 2 
percent heavier shrinking than corresponding Indiana. grades. There 
are both bright and seInibright wools in each State. Two associations 
operate in this area; namely, the Dlinois Livestock Marketing Associa
tion and the Indiana Wool Growers' Association. 

AREA. 17. The Bluegrass.-La.rge quantities of choice wools of 
Medium grade are produced in the bluegrass sections. They usually 
top all other fleece wools in returns to growers. The area. includes 
Kentucky; the southern tips of Dlinois, Indiana, and Ohio; all of 
West Virginia, Maryland, and Virginia; and the northern parts of 
Tennessee and North Carolina. The limestone soils and mountainous 
pastures seem to favor the production of long staple, bright, light 
shrinking wools. Many Quarter Bloods will shrink 40 percent and 
Three-eighths Bloods will shrink from 42 to 45 percent. The two 
strongest associations operating in this area. are the Kentucky Wool 
Growers' Cooperative Association and the United Wool Growers' 
Association. Dlinois, Indiana, and Ohio associations handle wools 
from their respective States.. A good portion of the Tennessee wool 
is marketed through county pools. West Virginia se1ls through a 
State pool, and Pennsylvania through county pools. 

AREA 18. Southern area.-Several types and qualities of wools are 
produced in this area. Coarse wools predoIninate, but, because of 
their light shrinking fleeces, the growers are able to receive fairly 
good prices year in and year out. These wools often shrink less than 
40 percent. The United Wool. Growers' Association has at times 
bel'n a factor in the marketing of the southern wools; at other times, 
the growers sell through independent local pools. 
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ABEA 19. Penfl8!Jlmnia., NetD York, and all NetD Englmid.-Penn
sylvania and New York are the largest producing StatEs in this area. 
The wools compare quite favorably with oth.,.. fleece wools, although 
they am not quite "" light shrinking as the wnols in areas 15 or 17. 
The Medium wools, which predominate, shrink bet-lfeen 45 and 50 
percent. GrowetS in the State of New York have the New York State 
Sheep Growers' Cooperative Associations, Inc., to serve them. In 
Pennsylvania, most of the wools are sold through small county pools. 

Local wading Poims 
Several associations have found it necessary to establish local 

grading points in order to satisfy certain groups of members. Volume 
governs the practicability of assembling and grading at local country 
points; often it has proved inadvisable to attempt either outside of 
the cooperative's central warehouse. 

Local grading offers growetS an opportunity to observe warehouse 
operations and the preparation of wool for market. It thus has a 
certain educational value from the standpoint of cooperative market.
ing. Frequently, however, the expense and inconvenience of provid
ing local grading faeilities results in increased costs which offset 
partially the educational advantage of having wools graded locally. 
In general, cooperatives should endeavor to limit local grading points 
to economical units handling 100,000 to 200,000 pounds as a minimum. 
Where local grading points are too numerous and volume is limited, 
it may be difficult to obtain sizable lines of even grade, quality, and 
shrinkage. 

Modem transportation facilities enable members of most coopera
tives to visit & central warehouse at small expense. Moreover, 
reasonable distances are seldom considered an obstacle when members 
are interested in their organization. Several associations have 
encouraged warehouse tours during the receiving and grading season. 
Such oooasions afford growers an understanding of warehouse opera
tions, grading. shrinkage. and other factors that affect net returns. 

Warehousing Wool 
When the National Wool Marketing Corporation first began 

operations a large part of its fleece wool was graded and warehoused 
in Boston. Several of the associations were not equipped to handle 
the wnol locally. 

The tendency toward grading and warehousing wool in the country 
instead of at Boston has grown, however, until all but two fleece
wool associations have acquired faeilities to grade and warehouse 
all or part of their receipts at local points. This change has come 
about for many reasons, among which are the following: 

(I) Locals felt they could grade and warehouse wool at costs lower 
than thoee prevailing in Boston. 
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FIGURE l2.-CENTRAL WAREHOUSE OF THE NORTH DAKOTA WOOL 

POOL OPERATED BY THE NORTH DAKOTA WOOL MARKETING Asso
CIATION. 

This type of wool warehoulC is adaptable for storage of other commodities. Thul associa
tions may have A year-round income by reoting space when there i, no wool to be stored. 

(2) It was believed that, by having the wool sold on sample in 
Boston and shipped from country points direct to manufacturers, 
possible back hauls would be avoided and savings in freight charges 
effected. 

(3) The psychologico.l effect upon members of having their wool 
graded and stored at home is beneficial to the association. Members 
have a feeling that their wool is still in their possession until it is 
finally sold. 

(4) Local grading and warehousing afford an opportunity for mem
bers to visit their association and see their own wools handled and 
prepared for market. Also the grower learns more about the working 
of his association. 

(5) Warehousing enables the local association to make fuller 
utilization of its labor during tbe quiet period, between the time 
when one clip has been handled and the time when the next year's 
clip is received. 

Two associations own part of their warehouse faeilities (fig. 12). 
In general,- however, it is questionable .whether investment of any 
considerable amount in loco.l .warehouse facilities is desirable. Wool 
accumulations are usually sold in 6 or 8 months, and there follows a 
period of several months each year when the warehouse is vacant 
unless arrangements can be made for its rental. It is o.lso desirable 
sometimes to store the wool near consuming centers rather than at 
country points, as this fac.ilitates immediate delivery to manufactur
ers. If, however, a cooperative can derive an income from the ware
house the year round, a centrally located building may be a means of 
advertisement for the association and a reo.l asset. Several associa
tions set up their operations in 1930 by contracting with private 
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dealpl'S to grade and warehouse their .....,.....ulations. At prerent 
(1938) only one of the 8""'-"t!-W00l B.SSO<"iations has su~h an arrange
ment with a private dealer. 
It is -rial. in all such operations" that the cooperative have 

complpte control of warehouse policies beeause the &SlSO<"iation must 
at aU times he c:ertain that praetiees are in a~rdance with coopera
tive prin ... iples.. 
. Experience has shown that, when a warehouseman handling coop

erative wool also purchases and handles wool for his own ~unt, the 
interest of the cooperative and that of the .... arehouseman are likely 
to he opposPd one to the other. It is hardly to he expe..-ted that a 
warehouseman who buys and sells for his own attount will prefer to 
sacrifice his own interests for the interests of a cooperative organiza
tion which gtIaranlPea only fixed commissions for warehousing .... ooL 
The income from these commissions is usually less per unit than the 
profit he mak .... from his sales. For this reason growers should avoid 
any hook-up between their cooperative and a private operator. Pro
priPtary operations and cooperative operations are fundamentaHy 
opposite in principle; one is designed to obtsin individual profits, the 
other to Serre hundreds or even thousands of growers. 

Loss in Weight 

Loss in weight of wool, between the time the grower delivers his 
clip to the cooperative and the time it is sold, is an ever-pre;ent 
problem. Wool adj lISts itself to climatic conditions, taking on mois
ture during wet seasons and losing moisture when the weather is dry. 
There is a greater degree of moisture in the atmosphere throughout 
most of the 8..,.,.,..wool area during the shearing season than in the 
summer and lall when the wool is in storage. Consequently, there is 
usuaUy some shrinkage in weight of 8eare wools before they reach 
the manufacturer. 

This shrinkage in weight is variable from month to month and from 
year to year, according to climatic conditions, and it is impossible to 
determine in advance what the loss will he. Losses probably average 
from 1 to 2 ~t, although in some lots they may run as high as 5 
pelt'ent. On the other hand wools from high dry areas, when shipped 
to Boston or some other eastern port and stored, will show a gain in 
wl'ight. Many clips from arid regions, when stored 10 to 12 months, 
have shown gains as high as 20 pounds per bag. 

Losses in weight are difficult to explain to memher.., as they have 
met no su("h condition when selling outright to rountry huyers. 
Eastern deal .. rs, howev .. r, make allowance lor losses in wl'ight in the 
price limits v .. hkh they give their rountry agents. 

\\"eight losses are generally ("hargpd against the whole pool exrept 
whpn a rlip romes in with ex.-..ssive moisture. S .. ~h a dip is handled 
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separately and the loss in weight charged to it directly. H is true, 
however, that when a pool or 8, line loses weight the wo\>l is lighter in 
shrinka,ge and brings more money to the grower because there are more 
pounds of clean wool to sell. Buyers immediately recognize wool 
that is lighter in shrinka,ge and pay a higher price for it in the grease. 
Thus the weight lost by growers is generally offset by increased prices, 
although it is sometimes difficult for them to understand that this 
is true. 

Selling the Wool 

Prior to 1930 each of the cooperative wool marketing associations 
sold its wools independently, with little or no coordination between 
a,gencies. In 1930 the National Wool Marketing Corporation, by 
bringing most of the cooperatives together, eliminated II.any sales 
a,gencies which were competing for business. Since 1930 the bulk of 
cooperative fleece wools have been sold through the National Wool 
Marketing Corporation and the Ohio Wool Growers Cooperative 
Association. . 

Cooper8,tives in several wool-growing areas have encountered 
severe competition from dealers, and prices offered locally have 
sometimes exceeded Boston quotations. Usually, however, these 
higher-thall-Boston offers are short-lived because at such times 
buyers are swamped with takers and have to return to the Boston 
valuations for self-protection. In many instances buyers will also 
purchase an unusually attractive clip at a high price for the purpose 
of driving out their cooperative competitors. If successful, they 
come into the market later with lower offers. 

The cooperative, in instances of this kind of activity, is directly 
responsible for the nonmember disposing of his wool at much better 
prices than would have prevailed otherwise. Unfortunately, these 
nonmember growers do not give due credit to the cooperative for 
these benefits. Nearly every cooperative has reported incidents in 
which dealers and growers alike held back on buying or selling until 
the cooperative h&d started activity and indicated on what basis 
it was taking wool. 

Local Sales 

Outright sale of wool at shearing time has always appealed to 
farmers, and most of them still dispose of their wool in this manner. 
At shearing time growers are approached by independent buyers, 
buyers for wool houses, and mill representatives. Ma.ny of these 
prospective purchasers offer inducements such as free bags, preshea.r
ing advances without interest, and low shearing rates. They also' 
will pick up the wool at the farm. 
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Direct buymg operations of mills in producing areas are a source of 
concern to cooperatives. Farmers are often convinced that by selling 
direct to the manufacturer they eliminate commissions and marketing 
costs and thus get a higher price. This is not always true. 

Unlike the llll'ger mills in the eastern manufacturing centers, these 
small country manufacturers often attempt to buy their requirements 
during the shearing season. One interior manufacturer stated that 
it was the policy of his mill to purchase all its requirements before 
July 1, if possible, "because after tho.t date the bulk of the wool is in 
strong hands and the price usually advances 5 cents per pound or 
more." This seasonal rise in price is illustrated by the data in figure 2. 
Thus some mills wishing to to.ke advantage of convenient supplies of 
wool and desiring to avoid a "back-haul" charge will usually pay 
growers 0. little more than dealers will pay. 

When such mill competition is keen, cooperative advances often 
appear to be out of line on the low side. When mills obtain. supplies 
by this method they have to buy ungraded accumulations, usually 
at one price, and resell grades which they cannot use. Some mills 
have at ~es found the buying and selling of wool a lucrative field 
along with their manufacturing operations. In fact, certain small 
manufacturers stated that they made greater profits from the buying 
and selling of wool than from their manufacturing operations. Such 
operators are really more in the nature of dealers than manufacturers. 

The formation of pools and the consequently larger quantities to 
be offered attracted a dllferent class of buyers, many of whom repre
sented llll'ge eastern dealers or manufacturers. At the same time the 
outright sale of the pool preserved the immediate-cash-return feature. 
Pool selling has made greater strides in many sections than the con
signment system, which necessitates a delay before final settlement 
can be made. 

The effect of pool seiling, however, is often a matter of concern to 
oooperatives, as the sales are usually held in Mayor June at the low 
point in the market (fig. 2). A few of the better organized pools have 
been able to offer their accumulations later in the season. Some 
contracts for deliveries in January or February have been at peak 
prices for the year. On the whole, however, country pool selling has 
not worked out consistently to the advantsge of the growers. 

It is believed by many members of the trade and the mill buyers 
that country pools afford the cheapest wools that can be bought. 
This is partly because the grading works to the advantsge of the 
buyer rather than of the grower. Although the top price paid may 
be higher than the market price for corresponding grades, the final 
IICOOunt may show a large percentage of the wool classed lIS rejects 
and sold at a considerably lower figure. Comparison of average 
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prices received from pools with those received from other sources for 
similar wool have shown that frequently much 10we1' prices were 
received by the farmers in the pool. 

Pools frequently find it difficult to dispose of all of the various 
types and grades of wool represented in their accumulations according 
to their relative market values. Some pools separate Fine, Medium, 
and Coarse grades into sale lots; some class Fine wool as Rejects. 
Under ordinary grading operations, rejects are the black, burry, and 
taggy grades. A buyer interested only in clear Medium wools, how
ever, may class everything else as rejects including choice Fine 
wools or good quality Coarse wools. Records of some pool opera
tors show that sometimes as much as 30 percent of the wool in 
the pool has been thrown out to be classed as rejects and bring a 
lower price than the desired grades. 

To meet competition of this kind and to obtain·maximum prices, 
several associations are cooperating with manufacturers by offering 
to sell them wools accumulated by the cooperative in the vicinity of 
the mill'in return for the manufacturers' promise to keep buyers out 
of the field. Under such an arrangement the manufacturer purchases 
only the grades he requires and does not need to maintain a sales 
force to dispose of the remaining wool. 

This plan saves the manufacturer the cost of soliciting and he, in 
tum, may apply this difference to the price paid for wool at cooperati ve 
assembling points. It appears that a closer working relationship 
between the small country manufacturer and the local cooperative 
is advisable in all localities where mills buy direct from growers. 

Most of the cooperatives have attempted to have the pools operating 
in their areas unite with them and a few associations have been success
ful in doing so. It frequently meant, however, that the cooperative 
had to sell the wool in these pools outright until the growers became ac
quainted with the advantages of a more orderly plan of selling. Even 
when the local cooperative merely takes charge of the selling of the 
wool it can render a worth while service. Through the association's 
connections with the National Wool Marketing Corporation and with 
the benefit of its advice, the local association is able to more nearly 
approximate the highest market price at the time of sale. This arrange
ment has helped to maintain stronger prices in the country and has 
thus brought even the pool members selling through the cooperntin 
better returns than they would have had through independent sales. 

Some cooperative managers have claimed that their accumulations 
could be sold to better advantage in the country than in Boston. It 
is doubtless true that this condition has existed at various times 
in some sections, especially when markets were rising rapidly. The 
higher prices in primary or country markets, however, are usually of 
short duration. It is usually true, also, that wools which for a time 
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hring a higher price in the country later hring a still higher price in 
Boston. There is a desire on the part of hoth the National Wool 
Marketing Corporation and its memher associations to coordinate 
some country selling with Bosten sales. 

One 10calllSsociation ordinarily'sells most of its wools in the spring, 
in the original hags, direct te mills. Undoubtedly there is a place 
for the early selling of limited quantities of wool, hut large-scale 
.selling at shearing time would defeat the seasonal merchandising plan 
of the cooperative. 

Consignment to a Central Sal~s Agency 

Selling through a central sales agency is hy far thl) most popular 
method of handling cooperative fleeoo wool. Under this system the 
grower consigns his wool te the State or r'lgional cooperative which, 
in turn, consigns it to the central sales agency. Sale of the wool 
and the making of final returns to growers usually require several 
months under this system. The advantages are that the wools are 
prepared in lines attractive te huyers, and are offered for sale at 
times wlien mills are most in need of supplies (fig. 13). 

Boston is the center of the wool trade of the United States. About 
80 percent of the clip is purchased by manufacturers within a radius 
of 400 miles of Bosten. Thus, by maintaining offices and salesrooms 
in that city, the National Wool Marketing Corporation is able to 
oft'er wools to a large numher of mill buyers. More than 300 mill 
customers purchase more or less regularly from the corporation. It 

.- to 
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F,GURE 13.-SALES OF 1935 AND 1936 FLEECE WOOL BY THE NATIONAL 
WOOL MARKETING CORPORATION AND PRICE INDEX FOR OHIO THREE
E,GHTHS BLOOD (1926=100). 

Salea are made by the corporation throughout the season wh~n manufacturers are in the 
market4 (Sale$ data from the National Wool Marketing Corporation; price data from. 
reports of the U. S. Bureau of Agricultural EooQo.nUcs.) 
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FICURE 14.-ApPRAISINC WOOL IN THE WAREHOUSE OF THE NATIONAL 
WOOL MAIlKETING COIlPOIlATION. . 

By actually handling 10 percent of each lot of wool, a comparatively accurate appraisal 
can be' made of the shrinkage, lencth of staple. quality, color, and general character of the 
entire lot. 

is conceded by the trade to be the leading wool-selling house in the 
Ea.st because it handles every type and grade of wool from every 
producing section of the United States. 

Mills with special requirements are usually able to supply their 
particular needs from the lofts of the eorporation. In these lofts 
samples of every lot of wool from every member cooperative are laid 
out, first for appraisal by an appraisal committee, a.nd then for display 
to buyers. Values placed on each lot of wool by the appraisers are 
used by the salesmen in dealing with the buyers, who inspect the 
samples and make their offers. Figure 11 indicates the great number 
of types of wool grown in the fleece-wool States. The description of 
the product from his wool-growing area should afford each manager a 
better understanding of the prices received for his association's wools 
in comparison with wools from other &re8.S. 

The 'Unil marketing plan.-Three associations have at times placed 
a part or all of their wools under the "unit marketing plan" of the 
National Wool Marketing Corporation. This plan wa.s formulated 
by the corporation in an effort to offer the grower the benefits of 
marketing his wool throughout the season, and at the same time 
enable him to retain all the merits of his individual clip. 

According to this plan, each grower shares in the total proceeds of 
all the wool in the same proportion that the appraised value of his 
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.,Iip '-rs to the total appraised value of aD the wool in the plan, Jess 
the indiridual cluugtos on his wool. The plan provides for 4 months' 
free storage of aD wools. Mter that period, storage cbtuges are as
"""""" against the unsold wools and these am shand by aD the partici
pating growers, nogardIess of when an individual clip may be !;101d. 
Each grower's wool or each graded lot, after arrival in the .... rehouse. 
is gi .. en & thorough ...... min .. tion by experieneed wool appraisers. 
This eumination rovers grade, rolor, style, staple, shrinkage, and aD 
other factors which inHuenee values. The details of this examina
tion of eacb individual dip are recoroed and am used in appraising 
the grower's eIip. (Fig. 14.) 

Lnder the nnit marketing plan, the National Wool Marketing 
Corporstion aeoounts to each association by grade or lot as sales are 
made.. The wool of several dilfenmt associations may be disposed of 
in one large sale, but there is no rommingling of wools from dilferent 
IISSOt"iations. The aeociation lUlOOunts to the grower on the basis of 
the quantity and the average selling priee of each grade he delivers. 
An original-bag clip sold under this plan is aooounted for aooording 
to its shrinkage and the-average price for its particular type of wool. 

Oip 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 

A 
B 
C 
0 
E 

OPERATION OF THE UNIT MARKETING PLAN 
III_ion I 

A ....... isal Sell-
price A-"""" Pc<' ing Proceeds Oip·s 

Pounds ... I.e ..... prieo "- ~. 

F::d - sal .. ~ 
pound 

6.600 SO.14 $924.00 15.5 SO.13 $858.00 $950.31 
7,200 .16 1.15!.00 19.3 .15 1,080.00 1,18].28 
8,500 .14V. 1.232.50 20.7 .15 1.275.00 1,_.12 

1'l,OOO .1! 1.440.00 24.2 .13 1,560.00 1,483.70 
9,700 .12'1. 1,212.50 20.] .14 1,358_00 1,244.59 

·· .. · .. l· .. ··· .. 1 5,961.00 1100.0 .......... 6,131.00 6,131.00 

III usIIaIion II 

6.600 SO.14 $924.00 15.5 $0.16 $1.056.00 $980.]7 
7,200 .16 1,152.00 19.3 .15 1,080.00 1,220.73 
8,500 .14'./; 1,23'l.50 20.7 .13 1,105.00 1,309.28 

l~.OOO .12 1 .. 440.00 24.11 .16 1 .. 920.00 1,530.65 
9,700 .12'1. 1,212.50 20.] .12 1,164_00 1,283.97 

............ ............ 5,961.00 pOO.O ............ .. 6,325.00 6,325.00 

Pcat;a. 
pati-
price 

.=rnd 
SO.l44 

.164 
.149 
.124 
.128 

........... 

SO.149 
.170 
.154 
.128 
.132 

.. ........ 
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When sufficient wool has been sold, values are established for each 
grade and type of wool, based upon the current marKet and upon 
sales which have been made. These values or prices in this relative 
scale are called yardstick values. By applying these values to the 
description of the wool, the participating value of each individual clip 
is detemrined (fig. 15). The total of these individual-clip values 
constitutes the total appraised value of all the wool in the plan. 

As soon as appraised participation values have been determined, 
0. statement of participation is prepared for each grower. This 
statement shows the value of his wool and the amounts of the several 
deductions, such as advances, freight, commission, and interest on 
advances. Individual interest, as shown on the statements, is the 
amount due to the date of the statement; thereafter interest charges 
are handled as a charge against the pool as a whole. 

The participating value, less deductions, results in the net equity 
of the clip, which is the amount the grower will receive if all wools 
are sold for their total appraised values. 

An important advantage of the unit marketing plan is that it 
permits partial payments to all growers whether or not their individual 
clips have been sold. These partici»ating payments are made just 
as Boon as the sales proceeds exceed the charges against the wools 
included in the plan. The dates of the payments depend upon the 
volume of wool sold. If, through sales made, money becomes o.vall
able before the preparation of the statements of participo.tion, it is 
sent to the growers as 0. partial payment on 0. weight basis. After 
the statements are issued, partial po.yments are based on the relative 
participating value, less deductions. 

The fundamental principle of the unit marketing plan is to give 
each grower o.n opportunity to benefit from favorable market prices 
during an entire selling season. The National sells during the entire 
selling season, and in this period there will always be price changes. 
Some growers' wool will be sold last, some first; and some growers' 
wool will be sold at the low point of the market, some at the high 
point. 

It is also possible with some of the smaller cooperative accumula
tions that the total clip of one cooperative may be sold out either at 
the top or at the low point in the market. If either condition were true, 
it would result in inequality tmder the ordinary way of making returns. 
The unit plan, however, assures all growers and all cooperatives of 
participation in sales made throughout the season and protects any 
grower or cooperative from being penalized because an individual 
clip or an accumulation was not sold at 0. favorable time. Small 
farm-flock clips, as well as large clips from the western ranges, can 
participate with equal benefit. 
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The unit marketing plan, fust used in 1932, has operated to the 
advantage of the wool grower even under disturbed economic condi
tions. It affords an equitable method of selling the product of many 
growers and simplifies the rendering of account sales hy local asso
ciations. In 1933 the plan was used extensively and with enthusiasm. 
In 1934 a still greater tonnage was handled in this way. Two of the 
fleece-wool associations participated. The low returns received for 
this clip caused criticism of the plan, but the criticism should have 
been directed toward an unwise sales program rather than against the 
unit marketing feature. Of the National Wool Marketing Corpora
tion's 1934 holdings, 22.3 percent was sold during May 1935. It 
developed that this was the low point of the market for the 1934-35 
season. The selling of such a large percentage in 1 month was 
inconsistent with the principle of the plan which is based on a more 
ratable distribution of sales throughout the year. 

Little wool has been sold by the National through the unit market
ing plan since 1934, although it is probably the most truly cooperative 
plan yet devised for selling wool. One reason for its lack of popularity 
may be that it is difficult to explain clearly to growers. As cooperative 
wool marketing develops, growers undoubtedly will become more 
familiar with cooperative principles and this difficulty may be 
.. liminated. 

Sales Problems 

The local associations have voiced comparatively little criticism 
of the sales of fleece wools by the National Wool Marketing Corpora
tion. The sale of the 1934 clip was an exception because the bulk of 
that clip was sold during the spring of 1935 on a decliuing yet active 
market. 

Following this experience local associations began to take more 
interest in the sales policies of the National. Some associations 
demanded that their wishes be considered in regard to the time of 
sale of their wooL This demand caused some wool to be held beyond 
the peak of the market. A few local associations even demanded 
that offers from manufacturers be submitted to them for approval. 
Such policies natura.lly interfered with the selling operations. The 
associations which ordered that a certain percentage of their wool be 
sold each man th have received higher final net returns than the ass0-

ciations which have placed too many restrictions on sales and (fig. 13) 
endeavored to sell all accumulations at the market peak. 

A study of the sales of the 1936 clip (fig. 13) shows about the same 
general movement of wool to manufacturers as in 1935. The wool 
sold during May and June was sold at the demand of growers but, 
because the sales were controlled by the National Wool Marketing 
Corporation which had access to more than the ordinary country 

1~3;3i·--3D----4 
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sales outlets, the growers were able to get the best prices.obtainable 
on that market. The remainder of the 1936 wool handled by the 
corporation was marketed in an orderly manner and the bulk of it 
was Bold on a strong and advancing market. 

It is the desire of all the associations to have each clip sold and 
accounted for before the next clip is ready for market. However, 
market conditions have not always been such that this was practicable. 
The average date of final settlement to growers is 8 to 10 months from 
the time of delivery. 

Accumulations of certain cooperatives may be sold more quickly 
than those of others because there is a demand for particular grades 
of wooL For instance, the fabrics that are popular in one season 
may demand Three-eighths or Quarter-Blood wool; the next season 
the popular fabrics may require Fine or Half-Blood wool. The 
associations having the grades of wool in demand may be able to 
make final returns months in advance of other associations. 

Marketing Costs 

There is considerable variation in the items of cost, but total market
ing costs are fairly uniform among the various associations. It is 
difficult. to break down each association's costs into expenses for 
field work, local commissions, educational work, and other items, 
because many of the managers do not segregate these items in their 
operating statements. However, average market.ing costs of 13 
associations selling through the National Wool Marketing Corpora
tion from 1930 to 1936, inclusive, ran approximately as follows: 

Cod per 100 pounth 
Loco.! association ch&r8"8----------------------- ________ $1.15 
Grading and warehouBing_______ _____________ _________ _ _ 1.35 
National selling oh&r8"8 _____________ c__________________ 1.50 
Freight cb&r8"8 _______________________________________ 1.15 

Toto.! marketing costs____________________________ 5.10 

Insurance is included sometimes in one and sometimes in another 
of the above items. The National Wool Marketing Corporation 
carries a blanket policy which covers losses by fire and Hood on each 
member's clip from the time it leaves the sheep's back until it is sold. 
All wool is insured against theft from the time it reaches an association 
warehouse. 

Local association charges vary from 45 cents per 100 pounds to as 
high as $2.98. This wide range is caused by various factors. One 
association includes only the manager's salary under local charges; 
all other costs are set up under warehousing charges. High costs of 
local operation are usually the result of small volume and high 
assembling charges. 

The National Wool Marketing Corporation's charge for selling in 
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1938 was $1.10 per 100 pounds on fleece wools. In some instances, 
however, the IoeaIs require other servioes, such as grading, storing, and 
rendering of aeoount sal.... In such instances the total charge may 
be more than $2 per 100 pounds. For the seasons 1936-38 the cor
poratIDu sold some a=unulations for cooperatives at shearing time. 
For this service the charge is 85 cents per 100 pounds. No grading 
or storing is done under this plan, and the buyer takes delivery in the 
country. In fn.nsactions of this kind the oorporation has previously 
obtained an order from a manufacturer. 

Some associations are more fortunate than others in their warehouse 
arrangements. The services rendered by the warehouse company 
also vary considerably. The costs of grading and warehousing at the 
time of the study ran from $1.15 per 100 pounds to $1.65. Two 
associations owned part of their warehouse facilities. Others con
tracted for f.hetn. usually on a seasonal basis. 

The freighkha.rge item is variable each year for each association. 
Some associations' sccumulations are shipped to Boston and from 
there to manufacturers. Other associations hold their wool in local 
warehouses until it has been sold by the National Wool Marketing 
Corpomtion, when it ia shipped direct to manufacturers, who may 
be 100 miles or 1,500 miles distant. Water routes are used whenever 
practicable. Several essocia tions have been able to obtain through 
mtes on less-than-<:arloa.d shipments of wool from country points to 
eastern manufacturers. This represents a saving over the usual 
method of paying a local rate to the assembling warehouse before 
getting a through billing to manufacturers. It greatly facilitates 
handling in some sections, as growers can ship small lots direct to 
the assembling point without paying a penalty in freight charges. 
The wool then can be graded. ammged in selling lines, and moved 
on to manufacturers in merchantable condition. 

Often it ia impossible to assemble a carload lot at a local shipping 
point. Where the local shipping point is out of line with the ware
housing point and there is a back haul, some growers are charged the 
less-tban-carlot. 1'8te. This is not oommon, however, as assembling 
warehouses usually are Ioceted at strategic points. Fleece wools 
have a minimum carload weight of 16,000 pounds. The minimum 
carload weight for territory wools is 24,000 pounds. In all eases the 
local associations and the National attempt to move the wool to the 
various manufacturers at the lowest possible cost. 

A careful study of the charges made by associations indicates that 
it might be difficult to reduce these costs. Grading and warehousing 
charges may possibly be reduced slightly as volume increases, but it 
would seem inadvisable to reduce the oommjssions that go to the 
associations for their operating costs such as salaries for employees, 
fi .. ld work and edurational expense. Growers appreciate dividends 
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from cooperative associations much more than they appreciate 
reductions in marketing charges. 

For the most part, the local associations have not demonstrated to 
growers that individual members have any equity in the association's 
earnings or savings. The philosophy of one outstanding cooperative 
leader, based on 25 years of cooperative marketing experience ranging 
from grower to association manager, is that every association should 
be in a position to return to its members every few years something 
besides net returns for wool marketed. This return may be in the 
form of patronage dividends, retirement. of stock, or reserves refunded. 

A good start in this direction was made when several of the associa
tions distributed to members their pro rata part of a $200,000 patron
age dividend declared by the National Wool Marketing Corporation. 
It was felt that this extra income should be returned to growers, but 
in some instances the local associations were not 'in position to do 
this, because members were already overadvanced on the preceding 
clip or association reserves had been depleted and local directors felt 
it advissble to replenish these funds. 

The national organization accumulated these earnings from storage 
and interest charges on the 1934 clip, as the bulk of this wool was 
not sold until the spring and summer of 1935. Costs of operations 
are figured on the minimum length of time the bulk of the wools are 
usually in storage. Because of very slow sales, warehouse activity 
was lessened and overhead expenses reduced; therefore, the long-time 
storage charges amounted to an additional profit. 

Minimum Tonnage for Efficiency 

From the experiences of numerous local associations, it is estimated 
that 500,000 pounds of wool is the minimum for an economical 
operating unit. Associations handling less than this quantity are 
considerably handicapped for lack of income. It is not possible to 
put on a full-time manager, render complete marketing services and 
carry on the necessary educational work with the income from two 
to three hundred thousand pounds of wool, unless the contribut<lrs 
are heavily assessed or there is some unusual way to absorb the costs. 
Every possible effort should be made to secure at least half a million 
pounds of wool, not only to insure low costs but to afford sizllble 
graded lots to attract mill buyers. If this is iropossible it probably 
would be better to combine activities with another wool cooperative 
or another commodity cooperative until such time as sufficient 
tonnage for economical operation can be had. 

Management Problems 

Managers must be men in whom the directors and members have 
complete confidence. One of the common faults of managers is to 
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fail to give full information to the directors on activities and practices 
of the association. Members also should be given all possible infor
mation. The extent of the manager's authority should be clearly 
stated and he should not be handica.pped by the fact that other 
persons have positions of equal authority. The problem of too much 
managerial authority ha.s arisen in several associations. In a few 
instances the directors have been virtually ignored in determining 
policies and the manager ha.s come to ragard the association 8.S his 
own private business. Wool cooperatives in common with other 
a.ssociations should avoid employee domination and control. 

In an effort to maintain and build up volume, managers sometimes 
discard cooperative principles and obtain tonnage by meeting all 
competition: Experience ha.s proved that this is a costly and hazard
ous method of getting business and associations that have endeavored 
to follow their competitors' tactics have frequently sustained heavy 
losses. A few managers do not make a strong bid for increa.sed volume 
a.s long a.s they receive sufficient tonnage to pay operating expenses. 
For the most part, however, managers have been active and aggressive 
and results have shown progress. 

Like any other business executive a manager must make certain 
that the cooperative gives satisfactory service and results. He should 
not expect growers to patroniae the association merely from .. sense 
of duty or loyalty to a loeal cooperative enterprise. It is important 
for managers to maintain friendly relations with all groups of farmers 
irrespective of their ideas on wool marketing. Managers who have 
tried to be helpful to competitive pools have frequently made progress 
in building their own a.ssociation's volume. Outside groups should 
be approached from the standpoint of service rendered by the coopera
tive. Demonstration of the advantages of State or regional organiza
tions wins more support than does criticism of the methods employed 
by local pools. 

Some of the smaller associations handling less than 500,000 pounds 
of wool are handicapped by not having a full-time manager. A well 
planned program of receiving and grading wool, making commodity 
advances, rendering account sales, and carrying on educational and 
field work demands the services of a manager the year around if 
growers' interests are to be served well. When there are slack periods, 
as there will be, it ha.s been found practical to have the manager work 
with another cooperative program closely associated with wool. 
This keeps him in touch with his membership and divides the field
work cost. 

With few exceptions there appears to be a lack of understanding 
on the part of lDe.a! association managers of the National Wool Mar
keting Corporation's operating problems. Such lack of understsnding 
usually brings about an unsympathetic attitude. It is imperative 
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that managers of local cooperatives be fully informed regarding the 
operations of their national sales agency and the program in which 
they are participating. 

Successful cooperatives in wool and in other fields have found that 
it pays to fill V&CllJlcies in their organizations from their own ranks. 
It follows that opportunity for education and training necessary to 
responsible positions in the association. should be offered promising 
employees. 

The associations that have shown the most progress are those that 
have an active, interested board of directors. It may be difficult to 
get an active working board of directors. Unless there is one, how
ever, one or two directors carry the load and direct the policies, and 
the remaining members of the board act merely as onlookers. 

As a rule, directors selected by districts have proved to be the most 
satisfactory. They give more evidence of assuniing responsibility 
than directors appointed by popular vote regardless of districts. 

Bylaws of most wool cooperatives stipulate that directors must be 
wool growers. In a few instances directors might be disqualified by 
this provision if the question of their eligibility ever were raised. As a 
rule these directors have been wool growers at some time but have 
retired from business and have kept their membership in the associa
tion. .Some of the directors chosen outside the active membership, 
however, are eXperienced and capable and have rendered valuable 
service to the associations. 

A few associations have had directors who wished to be on the pay
roll. The cooperative that places its directors on a permanent salary 
basis invites criticism from its membership. The practice is dangerous 
to the welfare of the &ssociation. 

Directors of some cooperatives do not patronize their own associa
tion. This is sure to react unfavorably on the membership. To cor
rect this condition associations might amend their bylaws to require 
delivery of all wool grown as a prerequisite to election on the board of 
directors. 

Some associations have had no change in the board of directors for 
many years. As a result some boards have apparently gone stale. 
A provision in the bylaws limiting the term of directors or stating 
that no director could succeed himself would tend to remedy this 
situation. While a provision of this nature would involve some risk of 
losing a good director temporarily, it would insure a turnover on the 
board of directors. Furthermore, outstanding men who might be 
forced off the board by such limitations could be reelected by the 
members after an intervening term. 

Associations making the grestest progress are the ones in which the 
directors are active in determining policies and whose executive com
mittee meets often to carry out the instructions of the board. 
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Membership Problems 

.Al though sheep raising has been an important part of their planned 
farming operations for many years, only a relatively small number of 
fleece-wool growers consider marketing of wool sufficiently important 
to try to get higher prices. Because so many farmers consider wool 
selling a side-line business it offers relatively wide margins of profit 
and a great number of junk dealers and other independent buyers 
have entered the wool-buying business. Clips are small in most of the 
fleeee-wool States and growers are tempted to sell to the first buyer 
because the total amount of money involved is not large. They give 
little thought to the effect their sale may have upon that of their 
neighbor who may be trying to support the market structure by mar
keting cooperatively throughout the year rather than dumping on 
the market at shearing time. Associations bordering the territory 
States secure large clips from growers whose income from wool is 
great enough to interest them in marketing their clip to the best ad
vantage. The following table illustrates the average tonnage per 
member for the various associations. It shows the average 1Ieece-w001 
dip to be 387 pounds. The North Dakota and South Dakota 
averages are the highest, as many members in those States raise sheep 
and wool for their principal income. (See table 6.) 

TABLE 6.-AVEllAGE TONNAGE PElI. J.fEKBElI. OF FLEECE-WOOL Coo .... 
ElI.ATIVES, 1930-36 

A.,.,.", tftaqrc 

Name of association: ~~ 
Caoperative Wool Growers of South Dakota: _I 

r.ee<e. ___ .. __ ............................................ 657 
1lenitory ••••...••••••••••••••.•••..••••••••••••••••....•. 3,270 

minoill Lh-estock Marketing Association____ ___________ _ __________ 274 
Indiana Wool Growers' AssociatioD______________________________ 187 
Iowa Sheep and Wool Growers' AsaoeiatioD_______________________ 361 
Kentucky Wool Growers' CoopeTative Asooeiation................. 340 
Michigan Cooperative Wool Marketing As9ocifltion_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ ____ 491 
Midwest Wool Marketing Association____________________________ 515 
Minnesota Cooperative Wool Growers' Assoeiation ___________ . _. __ 338 
1lhe New York State Sheep Growers Cooperative Associations, Ioc.. 386 
North Dakota Cooperative Wool Mark<!ting Association: 

F1eore.................................................... 587 Territory ,___ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ ___ ___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _____ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 1,686 
rnited 'Wool Growers' Aasociation,lnc_____ ______________________ 192 
Wisconsin Cooperative Wool Growers' Asaociatioo •..•..••.... __ •• 321 

~= !u"::."_ ~~~~:::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 2,!rs 
I No 1enitC'7 wools......m.s for the,.n 1 ...... 

80ur0e: lDbmatloa obtained dInatIy from the· ' t'nnL 

Another barrier to cooperative growth in several States is the fact 
that sheep shearers are often wool buyers. Concessions on shearing 
prices are granted to farmers if producers agree to sell their clip to 
the shearer. To meet this kind of competition, one association 
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has organized shearing rings wherein groups of farmers in a given 
locality agree to have their sheep shorn by one shearing crew. A 
representative of the cooperative association supervises the shearing 
ring in order to get better shearing rates and weighs and receives wool 
at the fann. The association furnishes bags and twine at cost. This 
extra service is offered as an incentive to farmers to adopt cooperative 
methods of marketing. 

Seasonal Character of Operations 

The local handling of the wool clip is a highly seasonal operation. 
The busy months are April, May, and June when the sheep are shorn 
and wools are delivered to the cooperative. Grading operations take 
up the next 2 months, and from that time on the wool is kept in storage 
until it is sold by the Nationa,l Wool Marketing Corporation. The 
centralized plan of selling through the National Wool Marketing Cor
poration for the most part relieves the local cooperatives of selling, 
although the local manager occasionally acts as the agent of the 
national association in making sales. The Ohio Wool Growers' 
Association has sales offices and storage facilities both in Boston, 
Mass., and in Columbus, Ohio. 

The fact that production and grading operations are seasonal makes 
it difficult to maintain a year-round interest in wool marketing. Both 
the management and the membership of local associations sometimes 
cease all activity from the time the clip has been received and graded 
until account sales are rendered or another season rolls around. Some 
associations have found that annual meetings held during the fall or 
winter and followed by district educational meetings are an effective 
method of maintaining grower interest throughout the year. Group 
trips to the warehouse and grading demonstrations are also suggested 
as a means of keeping up grower interest. Some managers have taken 
advantage of the slack period to present educational material which 
keeps the wool marketing program before the growers every month in 
the year. • 

Membership Relations and Agruments 

The membership turn-over for the wool associations is quite large. 
According to estimates by managers, some c<)operatives have less 
than 25 percent of their members shipping wool 3 consecutive years. 
Only one association reports as many as 90 percent of its members 
shipping for 3 successive years. The average annual tum-over is 
estimated at ahout 50 percent. This seems to indicate need for a 
better understanding between members and associations. 

Agreements used by the various associations are, for the most part, 
very similar in requirements. The uniformity is due to tile fact that 
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the Kationalsugg.,.;teda type of agreement in 1930, which was adopted 
with few exceptions by all the cooperatives. It is quite similAr to 
agreements used by some associations several years prior to 1930. 
(See Appendix, p.82.) 

There appears to be a tendency on Ihe part of DllIl1lIgers to simplify 
and shorten this agreement, also to make it more lenient. They 
believe that the length of Ihe agreement confuses many growers and 
that they are reluctant to read it through and sign it. 

Although most of Ihe associations do not have an &CCUI1lte record 
of market agreement violations, Ihe IIl8IllIg"I'S state Ihat the number 
is estimated to be from about 15 percent to as high as 75 percent of 
the membership of some cooperatives. The KentuckY Wool Growers' 
Cooperative Association reports the best record in this respect. Until 
1935 this association hsd practic.a.lly no violations of marketing agree
ments. Delayed returns from sales of 1934 wools and ultimate dis
satisfaction wilh them were undoubtedly the causes for many viola
tions of marketing agreements the following year. Buyer activity in 
the country during periods of rising prices is responsible for many 
market agreement violations. 

Associations have msde little if any attempt to enforce marketing 
agreements. H a grower does not fulfill his eontrBct to consign his 
wool, the cooperative usua.Ily does little about it, fearing that any 
attempt to recover damages would receive adverse pUblicity that would 
be detriment&! to the association. In this way the association might 
lose tollIlllga Many dyed-in-the-wool cooperators, however, believe 
that if agreements were enforced, growers would have more respect 
for their organization, and thereby build a more solid cooperative 
foundation. 

In order to be fair to both the grower and the cooperative, the grower, 
when he signs an agreement to ship his wool, should be bound to ship 
for at lesat 3 and preferably 5 years before exercising his withdrawal 
privilege. Experience has shown that growers flock to the cooperative 
when markets are declining and desert it when marketa are rising. 
Therefore, if growers am to give their cooperative a fair trisl, they 
should ship for at least a 3- or 5-year period. 

F"JgUre 5 illustrates what growers do as markets decline and sdvance. 
A 3-or a 5-year agreement would tend to level out the volume figures 
from year to year and the cooperative would have a chance to demon
strate its advantages to the grower. wng-term agreements with 
growers help cooperativ"" to weather the lean volume years which 
follow a year of declining prices. The position of the sales agency 
for the cooperative is also strengthened as it ean anticipate the 
volume and type of wools it will have to sell before manufacturers 
come into the market. Manufacturers quickly learn where there is 
a consistent 80l1ree of supply for their particular needs. Cooperatives 
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that can anticipate their volume and the types of wools they will 
handle can readily attain a regular clientele among manufacturers. 

Probably the cause of the majority of broken marketing agreements 
lies in the fact that representatives of the cooperatives, in their eager
ness to build volume, have not explained thoroughly to growers the 
various provisions in the agreements or the necessity of signed 
marketing agreements. It is evident that a great many of the 
members treat marketing agreements very lightly. 

Handling Nonmember Wool 

Some growers desire to handle their wool through a cooperative 
but refuse to become members. Several associations do not attempt 
to handle nonmember business but a few do take a certain amount of it. 

Nonmember business is handled in various ways. - Two associations 
make direct sales for nonmember pools. Another association buys 
various quantities outright from growers who will not consign their 
wool. Usually this quantity is very small. Three associations 
handle nonmember consignments by making a higher charge to 
nonmembers than to members. The charge ranges from $1 per 
grower to one-fourth or one-half cent per pound. This charge is 
applied uniformly to all nonmembers. Growers are informed of the 
charge before it is levied and are encouraged to join the association. 
One association does not take nonmember wool, but allows the ware
houseman who handles the cooperative wools to buy it. Another 
cooperative handles nonmember wools on the same cost basis, but 
the growers have no vote in association affairs. Five associations 
handle no nonmember wools under any condition. This policy seems 
preferable. 

There are, however, independent pools and accumulations that 
the cooperatives should make an effort to control in order to safeguard 
market structure. With a continued sympathetic attitude on the 
part of the cooperatives, it is believed that the majority of these stray 
pools and accumulations c-an eventually be brought in. 

Overlapping Territory 

Nearly every association receives some wool from territory claimed 
by another cooperative. This situation is not serious. however, as 
there are only isolated instances in which one association actively 
solicits wool in another's territory. With few exceptions, wool that 
one association loses to a neighboring cooperative is offset by wool 
coming to it from other areas. As far as practical. however. tarritory 
should be divided between cooperatives and there should be no 
competition for volume among them. A few cooperatives operate 
in some areas at a noticeable disadvantage. For the best interests 
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of growers, cooperatives should confine their operations to those 'areas 
that they can eerve most efficiently. Figure 4 shows, in a generol 
way, the territory served by cooperatives, including the independent 
cooperatives, and indicates where small pools operate. 

Field Service and Educational Work 

The maintenance of a satisfiactory field force to contact growers 
and accumulate wool is a constant problem for practically every asso
ciation. It is difficult to secure the type of ficldmen needed for the 
short assembling season at a reasonable cost, and there usually is a 
turn-over of this type of personnel. The old-line trade holds its local 
representatives by paying them an average of 2 cents per pound for 
wool accumulsted in the lleece-wool areas and attractive commissions 
lor the larger ranch or range clips. The cooperative's interests, how
ever, are with the grower and in its attempts to keep assemhling costs 
at a minimum, it sometimes has difficulty in employing fieldmen of 
the right type. 

Field work may be classified generally as of four types: 
(1) That done by local assemblers. Seven of the associations oper

ate throngh local assemblers who are paid on the basis of one-half cent 
to three-fourths cent per pound for all members' wool which they 
receive, weigh, and ship. Some of the assemblers are hired outright 
on this basis although many are Inerely designated as loeal assemblers 
to make commodity advances to growers. Besides local assemblers, 
wbo number from 30 to 250 per association, there usually are fieldmen
at-lsrge who are employed either for the season or on an annual basis. 
The principal job of these fieldmen is to coordinate the work of the 
local assemblers and to contact growers. Often the directors act 
as fieldmen during the busiest part of the season and are usually paid 
on a per diem basis. 

(2) Field work done by county growers' organizations. Three 
associations depend upon local county growers' organizations to do 
the assembling. Where this is done the loeal county organization 
makes its own assembling charge, which is levied by the local group 
independent of the marketing association. In such eases the associa
tion manager or a representative of the marketing association merely 
takes charge of the wools after they have been assembled and delivered 
to the county organization. The marketing association then makes 
the commodity advances either in a lump sum to the local pool manager 
or direct to each grower as the county organization may request. 

(3) Assistance of county agents. One association depends on 
county agents to assist as local assemblers, the manager attempting 
to handle the bulk of the field work by correspondence. 
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(4) Through correspondence. The manager of another association 
attempts to handle pro.etically the whole field progro.m by mo.il, 
relying upon instructions in letters to get membership work and 
assembling done. The association attempts to handle each clip 
direct from the grower to the cooperative, occasionally deo.ling with 
a smo.ll pool. 

Of the four methods of handling field work, the first has resulted in 
the largest tonnage as well as the greatest cost per pound. In some 
areas growers have reduced procurement costs by pooling their wools 
without employing assembling agents. 

Growers soon see the advantage of assembling wools themselves 
in order to save costs to the association and to themselves. The 
second method probably is the most satisfo.etory when the county 
organizations are developed into responsible units. This type of 
organization also promotes general interest in better production and 
marketing programs. 

The third method would hardly seem justifiable over a period of 
years, although most county agents regard marketing as one of their 
major projects. County agents, however, should supplement the 
work of the cooperative rather than take the responsibility for local 
assembly and organization. They cannot be expected to continue 
to support a program without active help and demonstrations of 
appreciation from the State or regional association. 

The fourth method is unsound because it is impossible for 0. manager 
to handle adequately o.ll field deto.ils and manage the affairs of the 
o.ssocia.tion at the same time. 

Field Stroiu of National Wool Markning Corporation 

For 2" years, 1930, 1931, and part of 1932, the National Wool 
Marketing Corporation had a field service that was helpful to local 
associations. A representative of the national organization visited 
the loeal associations, advised with officers and directors on their 
problems, attended grower meetings, and reported back to the na
tional. This type of service tended to build a sympathetic under
standing between the national and its member associations because it 
gave each 0. better understanding of the problems of the other. For 
admjnistrative reasons, this service was discontinued for about 4 
years. 

Late in 1936 the National Wool Marketing Corporation again gave 
consideration to the importance of local contacts and employed a 
man to devote part of his time to working with fleece-wool associations 
on organization and educational problems. The revival of this work 
has hrought about very favorable results. Suggestions have been 
made to associations for improving organization set-ups and eduea-
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tional and servioo work for gro ... ers.. Plans for improvement in local. 
op<'ralioos have been submituod to local. IWiIllIgeIS. In addition, 
market news infonnation and statistkal. ...,..n."". ... ere furnished for 
IIl8Illlgen;, growers, and olbers interested in the development of 
oooperative wool mark .. ting. 

During the period in ..-hi"h field servioo was dist:ontinued there 
..... re ...... end instanees of misunderstanding het..-een the National 
'Wool Marketing Corporation and some of its member agencies. It is 
probable that rostIy eJTOIS might have been prevented and a better 
relationship established had closer rootaet between the two groups 
been maintained eontinuously. 

Although the 12 0-..-001 e"SO"'iations are stoekholder-member.> 
of the National Wool Marketing Corporation and might be termed 
integral parts, they ap.-r to be definitely evolving into separato 
units ..-ith individual ebarecl.eristi<S.. Problems are di1ferent in 
di1ferent States, and the national organization should ..-orl< ..-ith eadl 
association aeeording to its 0..-0 particular problems. The result of 
stronger local. associations probably ..-ill be that the National will 
eventuaIly berome strictly a sales agenry and that assistance other 
than sal... servioo to local.s ..-ill berome largely of a research and 
educational natum. 

d""fU1i lIfutings 

Only 3 sssoci .. tions have been able to intorest the gro ... ers sulIi
ci .. ntly in th .. ir marketing program to hold instructive, well stte.nded 
annual meetings. An average of 160 growers attended the annual 
meeting of each of these associations. 

It is significant that these 3 associations are also the most su-rul 
organizations among the o-... ool cooperatives.. As many as 600 
gro ... ers have attooded the annual meetings of the Cooperative Wool 
Growers of South Dakota. This organization has an average active 
membership of sbout 4.000, probably 70 percent of ... hom are farm- . 
Dock growers.. The attendence at annual meetings, however, is 
~y drs ..... from the producers in the renge ares.. Much of the 
success of this association is due to its ability to hold ..... lI-attended 
annual _tings and int .. rest the growers in various phases of the 
industry. Growers also like to have their cooperative take the lead 
in bringing about improvements in their industry. 

I"f~ and NnrJs &roiu 

In addition to the service of handling..-ool, nl'Brlyell the associations 
carry on some infonnational work. Meetings of groWN'S are sponsored 
st ..-hich the advantages of the oooperative method of marketing are 
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presented. Grading demonstrations have been conducted at country 
points and in warehouses. A few of the associations have effectively 
demonstrated to growers the benefits of long-time participation in 
cooperative marketing. As a whole, however, little progress has been 
made by the cooperatives in the development of educational programs 
leading to production of a better clip and more skillful preparation of 
wool for market. 

Prior to 1937, the National Wool Marketing Corporation assumed 
very little responsibility for the dissemination of publicity and educa
tional material. In 1937 a department was set up, the duty of which 
is to prepare and distribute information. This department has issued 
material in the form of handbooks, operating plans for local associa
tions, and timely news releases. Assistance is offered each local 
association in its individual educational and publicity programs. 

Great progress has been made by this department and greater prog
ress is assured if the local associations continue to request this type 
of service. 

Cooperative Relations with Oiher Organizations 

The support of general farm organizations has contributed greatly 
to the success of a number of the wool cooperatives. Contacts which 
State college extension departments have with farmers place them in 
a splendid position to give valuable assistance to cooperative wool 
marketing. The States that have made the greatest progress in 
cooperative wool marketing are those that have had the continued 
support of the extension groups through periods of falling as well as 
of rising markets. 

Wool cooperatives overlook an opportunity for development when 
they do not work closely v.ith other sound farmer-cooperative associa.
tions. Several wool associations are now working closely with ca

. operative livestock marketing groups to the mutual benefit of both 
commodity groups. 

Production credit associations operate in nearly every area served 
hy wool cooperatives. Production problems and marketing problems 
are so closely related that fo~ the best interests of the growers which 
these groups serve, a close cooperative relationship is desirable. 



Achievements of the Fleece-Wool 
Cooperatives 

FROM contacts with, and studies of, the fleeee-wOQ!. marketing as
sociations, one is convinced of the worth-while services which these 

organizations have rendered the grower's. Although it is difficult to 
measure the exact contribution of any farmers' associstion to improve
ment in the marketing of a commodity, the following are some recent 
developments in wool marketing in which the fleece-wool cooperatives 
have had a significant part. 

Reduced handling COSt8 between grower and manufacturer.-The 
spread between the growers' price of fleece wools and the Boston mar
ket price bas narrowed considerably since 1930. Figure 16 shows 
this spread from 1925 to 1936. While several factors were no doubt 
responsible for this narrowing, it is true that beginning in 1930, when 
the National Wool Marketing Corporation became a factor in the 
wool market, the handling costs were reduced and there was subse
quently less difference between the growers' price and the central 

o 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 193.5 1936 

FIGURE 16.-BoSTON MARKET PlUCE AND GROWERS' PRICE OF FLEECE 

WOOL (OHIO AND SIMlLAR,GREASE BASIS),JANUARY 1925 TO OCTOBER 

1936. . 

The spread between the growers' price and the Boston price averaged 12.8 cents: per pound 
for the years 1925 to 1929. inclusive. &tween 1930 and 1932. the- tint yean of in~8ive 
coopt'rauve activity, it averaged 8..8 cenu per pound. After 1932, because of decreased 
rooperative tonnage, the margin widened $Omewhat.. (Data from. reports of U_ S. 
Bureau of Agricultura.l Economics.) 
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market price. The efforts of the cooperatives to make the greatest 
possible returns for their members undoubtedly played an important 
part in this chlUlge. 

Improved market.-Before cooperative volume was an important 
factor in the wool market, the prices paid by wool buyers in the coun
try were often C?ut of line with central market prices. During periods 
of declin;ng market prices buyers were often conspicuously absent in 
the wool-growing sections, but with the coming of the cooperatives . 
this condition has chlUlged. When the cooperative announces an 
advance basis, the dealers are encouraged to buy and a market is often 
established when none had existed before. Once the stimulus has 
been given, prices have frequently continued to advance throughout 
the shearing season. The cooperatives having a large portion of the 
stocks are able to judge the tenor of the market and disclose it in their 
advance basis. Thus the dealers are led to offer a price in line with 
the central market. 

Many wool growers believe that the quantity of Heece wool, along 
with territory holdings, controlled by the National Wool Marketing 
Corporation and tbe orderly method employed in selling this accumu
lation bave had a wholesome and stabilizing effect upon the market. 
The corporation bas been instrumental in preventing unreasonable 
market declines and likewise bas been given credit for bringing about 
price advances when they were justified. If a larger proportion of the 
clip were under its control, it is believed it would have a greater stabi
lizing effect on the market. 

Comparison of prices at shearing time with average annual prices of 
Heece wools indicates that the consistent consignor should benefit 
through his loyalty to tbe cooperative method (fig. 2). The normal 
selling procedure of the National Wool Marketing Corporation is 
shown in figure 13 and the trend of monthly prices in figure 3. 

Sales on a merit baBis.-Before the cooperative method of selling 
wool was inaugurated, the principal method employed by growers was 
the direct sale of their entire clip to a dealer or country buyer at a Hat 
price, regardless of the various grades and qualities of wool repre
sented. One of the most important accomplishments of the coopera
tives has been the sale of each grower's wool on a merit basis. A 
grower who produces a good quality clip is not penalized by having 
his wool sold with a poor quality clip (fig. 17). On the other hand, 
the poorer quality clips, while bringing less money than good quality 
wools, are sold to better advant8g6 when aligned in sizable lots of like 
grade and quality (p. 26). 

Information to growua.-By marketing cooperatively growers have 
become acquainted with the many problems encountered in the 
preparation of wool for SIl.le to manufacturers. This has demon-
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FIG"aE l7.-PlLES OF Gll<\DED WOOL AWAITING BUYEa INSPECTION. 

Wool piled iD t.hia manner it attractive and can be readily inlpected by buyen. 

strated to growe.,. the qualities and characteristics of the wools which 
bring the best returns. Knowledge of grade, quality, shrinkage, and 
mill purchasing price has resulted in improvement in production 
practices and better preparation of wool for market. Such complete 
information is not available to the growers marketing through amall 
private dealers who lack technically trained field agents. 

It is the policy of the National Wool Marketing Corporation to 
classify and market each clip on its merits and give the local coopera
tive and the grower all the information poesible regarding its handling 
and sale. 

l:i3T31·--.~ 



Possibilities for Further Service to Growers 

COOPERATIVE wool ID.ltrketing associations need a comprehen
sive program of service and education for their members. It is 

the responsibility of the officials of these organizations to anticipate 
members' needs and to be prepared to promote growers' interests in 
every way. The associations must not only be in a position to serve 
growers but must keep their members conscious of a need for this 
service. The following are some suggestions for further strengthening 
the program of these organizations. 

Fi:Mncing.-The most essential feature of a good cooperative struc
ture is a sound financial program. Establishment of the Federal 
intermediate credit bank system in 1923 offered growers a reliable 
source of credit at reasonable interest rates and gave them an oppor
tunity to market their wool cooperatively. Prior to this time many 
private lending agencies had, more or less, dictated the marketing 
policieS of many growers. The Federal Farm Board established-in 
1929 and the Farm Credit Administration which replaced it in -1933 
gave further assistance, through the Banks for Cooperatives, to the 
~";'ers-in the formation and operation of their associations by grant
ing iong-term marketing and facility loans. Throngh cooperation, 
farmers are offered an opportunity to build successful agricultural 
credit and marketing systems which shonld go a long way toward 
stabilizing the wool-growing industry. 

In an effort to make immediate returns to growers as large as pos
sible, many local associations have neglected the establishment of 
reserves. This is generally recognized as unsound. H the plan is 
properly understood, growers do not object to setting up reserves out 
of earnings or by specific retains for each unit of commodity h8Jldled. 
After sufficient capital has been accumulated to meet the needs of the 
association, the earliest amounts retained may be returned to the 
patrons. Nothing is so effective in building up growers' confidence 
as visible monetary returns that reflect the financial condition of the 
association. 

Some of the member associations have felt that, as long as the 
N ational Wool Marketing Corporation was building up reserves, it was 
not necessary for the locals to do so. Unfortunately, this leaves the 
member associations fin8Jlcially dependent upon the national org8Jli
zation even in minor emergencies. This condition is not conducive 
to the building of local responsibility. A local association that has 
no reserves C8JlDot long command the respect or hold the confidence 
of growers. 
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Improvemer.t of sale8 policie8.-Experienoo ho.s proved that coopera
tives are in a better position with their membership if each clip is sold 
and aceounted for before the new clip is ready for the market. Every 
effort should be made to follow this procedure. This often calls for 
disposing of some wool each month of the year rather than tryiog to 
guess the peak of the market and sell all holdings at that time. All 
S!lles of wool belonging to any member Ilgency of the National Wool 
Marketing Corporation should clear through that organization. 
This policy is vital for the continued success and security not only of 
the corporation but of the local cooperatives. It should be adhered 
to strictly. 

One of the practices in the wool trade which is also followed by the 
cooperatives is to allow 1 percent discount to manufacturers who pay 
cash in 10 days or net bill if paid in 30 days. This practice, which 
many local cooperatives would like to discontinue, probably speeds up 
accounting to growers in many instances. To some growers, however, 
the discount seems unjust. The cooperatives should lake the lead in 
trying to remedy this situation. 

Grower control through the medium of cooperatives should be able 
to e1iminat~ much market manipulation which causes unstable con
ditions throughout the industry. 

Wool growers in this country might well work toward the time when 
the combined tonnage of all their cooperatives will be sufficient to 
exercise a greater stabilizing influence. Such an influence would be 
beneficial to all branches of the industry. 

Training oj local managers.-With few exceptions, the local managers 
need a fuller understending of their national cooperative marketing 
program and its operation. These managers should be encouraged 
to go to Boston periodically and acquaint themselves with every detail 
of marketing procedure, so that they may understand its problems 
and give reliable iuformation to members. It must be realized by 
both the local associations and the National that each has different 
problems and viewpoints. A local manager has to satisfy many 
hundreds or even thousands of members, while the manager of the 
National Wool Marketing Corporation must work with manufacturers 
and have the aelling viewpoint. 

Wool auctions.-Although the National Wool Marketing Corpora
tion has not used the auction method of selling wools, there has been 
considerable interest in this system on the part of some of its directors 
and a desire to give it a trial. Auction aelling has been employed 
successfully in selling wool in Australia for many years. It has alae 
been used at aeme points in the United States with varyiog degrees of 
success. 

Auction sales of wool in the United States have been those of com
paratively small accumulations comprising wools from limited areas. 
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The sales of the last few years in Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming have 
attracted the attention of growers in fleece-wool areas as well as terri
tory areas. The most publicized wool auctions in this country were 
those held by the Federal Government after the World War. (See 
p.4.) 

Opinion has been divided on the advisability of adopting the 
auction plan of marketing for wool in this country. This division of 
opinion is not only in the wool trade but among cooperative leaders. 
However, it is noticeable that grower interest in auctions is increasing. 
Much opposition to the system has been voiced by the established 
interests who hesitate to adopt new practices. On the other hand, 
some cooperatives handling other commodities have found advantages 
in auction selling. It is believed by many growers that auctions would 
fit in with cooperative wool marketing. Cooperative leaders should 
be alert to new developments in marketing such as- the auctions and 
adjust their operations to take advantage of them. Only through 
their own organizations will growers learn the true merits or short
comings of the auction system. 

Warehouse /OUT8.-A few of the associations have sponsored tours 
of growers or county agents to the local warehouse. There is no 
better way to demonstrate the worth of cooperative wool marketing 
to an _individual than to let him actually see his wools weighed, 
graded, and appraised. Growers then come to understand the reasons 
for methods employed by cooperatives and to appreciate the results 
obtained through these methods. 

Grade reporls.-A good deal of constructive educational work could 
be done in e1arifying and explaining grade reports and accounts of 
sales. Probably less than half the members can interpret them 
correctly. 

A member's grade report and account sale should tell him a great 
deal more than what his wool brings and what his various marketing 
costs are. By noting the particular grades of wool in his clip and the 
burry, seedy, black, and taggy wool. It will show the values of 
his clip and increase his returns. 

The grade report will also point out to him the results of good 
preparation, as well as the kind and percentage of rejects such as 
burry, seedy, black, and taggy wool. It will show the values of 
the "offs" as compared with the values of top grades. The report 
will point out the differences between bright wools and the darker 
and heavier wools and give the member an idea as to their com
parative values and shrinkages. 

Figure 18 shows one of various types of grade reports th;'t may be 
used. This report contains also the account of sale. 

In order to enhance the educational value of the grading and account 
sales report, it is suggested that forms used be as simple as possible. 
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FIGURE 18.-A TYPICAL FLEECE-WOOL GRADE REPORT. 

By studying a grade report a grower may learn a great deal about the type. grade, qual-
itr, and comparative values of fleeces in his flock. 

especially to designate the grades and the charges. The N ational Wool 
Marketing Corporation can be of assistance in this respect by suggest
ing a uniform grade sheet to be used by all cooperatives. The terms 
used to designate grades can then be standardized and growers ·will 
become familiar with them. For instance, some cooperatives use the 
word "staple" and others use "combing" when denoting the longer 
fiber wools of each grade. Hardly any two cooperatives' grade sheets 
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are alike in the terminology used for rejects, which are the off grades 
of wool such as black, burry, taggy, wool from dead sheep, etc. (Note 
Appendix-Glossary of Wool Terms, p. 75.) 

Some associations use too many grades. One association at one 
time set up a grade sheet showing 52 grades. This merely caused 
hewilderment and dissatisfaction among the members. The report 
shown in figure 18 is a fair sample of a more practical grade sheet. 
The additional information shown is not excessive. 

Local educational progra11UJ.-A definite educational program carried 
on each year is probably the most important single aid to the growth 
of any cooperative/association. Growers need to be shown both the 
immediate and ,the long-time benefits of cooperation. 

Lack of educational work has been partly responsible for the dis
couraging membership turn-over experienced by some a.ssocistions. 
Growers want to know the practical side of cooperative marketing. 
Unfortunately, however, too much of the educational effort is some
times directed. toward explaining the mechanism of a cooperative 
organization rather than its services or possibilities. Thorough dis
cussion of the importance to the growers of a coordinated sales program 
should be a vital part of any cooperative educational scheme. 

Many members do not appreciate what their cooperative wool 
marketing associations have accomplished for them. Too often the 
cooperative is considered merely as another sales agency. 

Cooperatives cannot rely upon other agencies to do educational 
work for them. The lead must be taken by the local cooperative and 
every use made of the available assistance of other organizations. The 
National Wool Marketing Corporation is one source of educational 
assistance. It is hoped that the organization department of that 
agency, estsblished late in 1936, will continue to supply material and 
to undertake research for the local associations and their members. 

Another logical source of information on wool is the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics of the United States Department of Agricul
ture. Data can be supplied by that office on the grade, quality, and 
shrinkage of wool produced and better methods of preparing wool for 
market. This service is available to all> associations and should be 
requested hy local managers. . 

A constructive piece of work can be done by the cooperatives work
ing with the Bureau of Agricultural Economics toward clarifying and 
simplifying wool standards for the benefit of producers (fig. 19). The 
use of the spinuing-count terms such as 64's, 70's, and 80's for denoting 
Fine wool is confusing. The terms are used primarily by manu
facturers and handlers who have a knowledge of wool.,spinning 
qualities and yield. In denoting Fine wool, for instance, the term 
64's means that a pound of wool will spin 64 hanks of yarn, each 
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F,GURE 19.-CERTIFIED SAMPLES OF 'WOOL DISTRIBUTED BY THE U. S. 
DEPARTIoIENT OF AGIUCULTURE FOR USE IN GRADING. 

The ITade may be detttmiricd either by ,pinning count or by blood system. In either case 
the terminology i. rather difficult for growen to apply. 
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hank 560 yards long. The application of such information from a 
grower's standpoint is rather difficult. . ' 

The blood terms which are used also need a great deal of explana
tion before growers can understa.nd them. For insta.nce, in figure 21, 
the next coarser grade of wool to Fine wool is designated by the 
United States Department of Agriculture as 58's, 60'S, or Halfblood. 
The 58's and 60's are the spinning counts. The Halfblood term is an 
arbitrary term given to the grade just coarser than Fine and has nothing 
to do with the breed of sheep, as a great many growers· believe. 
Growers attempting to learn wool grades and regulate their breeding 
operations thereby find little help in such terms. 

A better knowledge of the sta.ndard grades would render the Wool 
Market News Service of the Bureau more useful to the grower, since 
he would then be able to interpret the grades and classifications used 
into terms of his own clip. This is illustrated by the sample report 
shown on pages 66~7. The report was greatly improved and clarified 
in 1937 when spinning-count terms were dropped and wools from vari
ous sections were reported on a grease basis as well as a clean basis. 
To make the improvement more effective, however, a great deal of 
follow-up educational work should be done by the cooperatives. 

Growers also should be able to make comparisons of grades and 
prices of their wools with wools of other parts of the country and with 
wools of other countries. (See Appendix, Comparative Grades of 
Wool, p. 84.) 

SAMPLE WOOL MARKET REPORT OF TRE BOSTON OFFICE OF THE UNITED 

STATES BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 

Domestic Wool and Mohair Quotations, Week Ending Friday, May 13, 1938 
GRADED TERRITORY WOOLS. 

oreaise equivalents based upon arbitrary shrinkage - ............. 
basis prices 

Shrink and groasc Shrink and grease Shrink: and grease 
eQuivaWn~ equivalent equivalent 

Fine aombfDa (staple) ........ Ill"""''' 1m%) 1Il_" ( .. %) SII._" (68%) ..... 
Fine Frenah (lOmblnl~ •. ___ ._ ..... .66 (M%) • 23- ... (86%) .22 (69%) .lD 
Fine_ ................. .lI>- ... <M%) .2l- .22 (68%) • 10- . .. (71'f.,) $0.17- .18 
)i Blood oombina (stap)e)~_ ..... . .., <Wl'oJ .z.- .,. (_oJ ...... • 'rI (M%) .23- ... 
U Blood Freuchoombinl: ____ ..... . .. <00%) .,. (61%) .23- ... (M%) .21- . .. 
"Bloodolo<h ................ . til- ... <-) • 23- ... <62~oJ ... (_oJ .19- ... 
Ji Blood combIDK ____________ ..... .til (M%) ...... .'rI <"%) ..... ... <68%) . ....... ... 
'" Blood clotblnc. ________ ____ ..... ... (M%) ..... .,. ( .. %) .23- ... <_l .21- ... 
u: Blood oomblDc. ___________ . ..,. .5O (50%) • 25- ... (520/0) ..... . .. (U%l . .. 
Low W Blood ________________ ..... ... ('-'%) ..... ... (47%) . 'rI- .,. l"'%) ...... ... 
Common ud brald __________ ..... ... (<<%) .z.- .,. (46%) .... . 'rI (40%) .- ... 

t Wools grown under range OOlldittons In the ranp ana3 of Washington, Oregon, the Intermountaln 
Statu. lncludiq ArlIona and New Men~ and In the range areas of the Dakotas. Nebtasta~ Kaosas. and. 
Oklahoma.. Territory wools eovel' a wide range in ahrlDkap aDd in color. 

I In order to Jml,."eDt 8OOl1n'd bub prioos In terms of crees, wools. scoured basis market prices have hfren 
eonVtlJ'ted to ereue basis equivalents. Conwrslons baft been made tor various sbrinbges ft'pt't;BeDtat1W 
of 1J&bt. averap. and beavy thr1nking wools -of the dtlIerent 1enItb poupe QUoted.. 
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FIGURE 20.-TWINES USED FOR TYING FLEECES. 

- (CoulU8Y of the U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Emnomics.) 

~ and B are paper twines approved for tying fleeces. C, D, and E are 1oose-6bered twines 
objectionable for tying Beeces. The .election of twine for tying wool fleeces it import
ant. Only twines which are not injurious to the product should be used. Twinc:a best 
meeting the '"'Iuir.menu an: thoac made of paper, such •• (A) Single-ply aod(B)4-ply. 
Paper twine. are firm and strong. If for any rc.aaoD a piece or' particle 18 lett in the wool, 
it is removed in the scou~g or lubsequent manufacturing processes and does DO injury 
to the finished material. Wool manufacturen strongly urge the use of paper twine f\l!' 
tying wool fieet'C5" .Loose-fibered twinea .hould never be used in tying wool fleeces. 
Sisal or Binder Twine (C) and Rough Jute Twines, (D) , (El, ace particularly objcctioDR 
able. When such twines are removed from the Sette looIc fibera frequently become 
detached, adhere to the wool and, escaping detection, go through the manufacturing 
processes with the wool. AI luch fiben do Dot uke the dye to the same degree at the 
wool fiber., they .ho. up as dcfecu or blemilhes in the £Disbed product. The correc
tion of theae imperfections iI a coady procest. 

The study and comparison of local marketing practices and their 
respective costs could be applied to show the value of cooperative 
wool marketing in every important wool-growing area. For example, 
data similar to those in figure 16 could be developed. 

The time when local and eastern manufacturers purchase their 
requirements as compared with the time the growers, their pools, and 
the cooperatives sell would reveal one of the factors vitally affecting 
the wool market. The results of cooperative marketing of wool over 
a period of years might also be studied. 

Demonstrations of shearing, wool tying and bagging, and tagging of 
fleeces show how groWl'.lS con improve some of their practices. Sev
eral extension groups in cooperation with the local wool associations 
are now doing such work. The grading demonstrations teach the 
grower to distingUish the various gradeS and qualities of wool rei>r&
sented in his clip and show the benefits of selling by grade and quality. 

Methods of preparing wool for market should also be demonstrated. 
The illustrations in figures 20, 21, and 22 show -some good and bad 
tying practices. They are taken from a motion picture which can be 
had for local exhibition.' 

A study of operative policies and administrative set-ups of local 
marketing associations should show growers their responsibility to the 
association and its worth to them. 

t Cooperativ~ Wool-hom J'leece to Fabric, by Jam. M. CQQD. Fum emu AdmlD1stratlon, 1~ 
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FIGURE 21.-A WOOL BAG PROPERLY PACKED WITH THE SEAM ON THE 

OUTSIDE. 

"I'bc .cam CaD be opened cuUy and the bag opened without cutting the bag. Cuttiogoften 
causes biu of jute to become commingled with the wool. 

Since income received from wool is one-fourth to one-third the total 
income from a farm flock of sheep, the educational work should include 
production problems. Growers would like to know the type and grade 
of wool produced by each breed of sheep. This knowledge would 

FIGURE 22.-A FLEECE TIED WITH BINDER TWINE. 

The fibe"lnuk and become in .. rminglccl_i,b the wool. ",...,.;..] fibns an be ... mov<d 
only by carbonizing, and if left in the wool may find their way into tbe fiDished cloth. 
Such cloth becomes a reject .inee the ,iul does DOt take the wool dye and ,bows up as a 
defect in the finished fabric. 
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materially help any grower to understand his grade report. The 
grades of wool normally received from the most common of the breeds 
are shown in table 7. No United States standards have been devel
oped for the length of staple for the various grades of wool or for the 
length of wool for the various breeds. 

TABLE 7.-THE COMMON BREEDS OF SHEEP AND THEIR WOOL 
PRODUCTION 

Grad .. of wool produced 
Desired Average 

Breed minimum weight 
P:redomi- length of of 

nantgrade Other grades staple fleece l 

Fine wool: 
American and 

Delaine Mer- lnche. Pounds 
ino ___________ Fine _______ -------------------- 2~ 11.8 

IlaInbouillet _____ _____ do _____ ~. Blood ____________ 2~ lL4 
Medium wool: 

ChevioL _______ ~ Blood ____ " Blood ____________ 3-4 --------
Corriedale ______ % Blood ____ ~ Blood-~ Blood ____ 3-4 10. 2 
Dorset _________ l' Blood ____ % Blood ____________ 3-4 ao 
Hampshire ______ _____ do _____ _____ do _____________ 

3-4 7.8 
Oxford _________ _____ do _____ 

"Blood-Low l>----- 4-S 8.9 
Shropsbire ______ " Blood. ___ l' Blood ____________ 3-4 7.9 
SOutbdowu ______ _____ do _____ ~ Blood ____________ 

3 ao 
Sulfolk _________ l' Blood __ - - ,. Blood ____________ 3-4 5.8 

Coarse wool: 
Cotswold _______ Braid ______ Low l' Blood-Com- 5-6 11.6 

mon. 
Lincolo _________ _____ do _____ _ ____ do _____________ 

5-6 13. 4 
Romney ________ Low l> ~ Blood-Common- S 12. 1 

Blood. Braid. 

I A wide variation is round In weight or fteeou within each breed beat.use or dU!erences In teed and 
climatic oondltlona under which they are produced. 

13Oun:e: Collecl8d by the author from marketing observations an~ Bureau of Animal Industry reports 



Some Conditions Affecting Cooperative 
Activity 

T HE plOgress being made by the fleece-wool cooperatives is en
couraging. Interest in this method of me.rketing fleece wools is 

becoming more widespread. It is quite probable there will be changes 
in the cooperative methods of handling and selling wool, but grower 
control of me.rketing is becoming more and more attractive to wool 
producers. 

Wool cooperatives are not faced with surpluses inasmuch as domestic 
consumption each yee.r nonna.lly exceeds production. The average 
annual consumption of wool in this country for the 14 yee.rs 1925 to 
1938 was 531 million pounds (fig. 23). Production during the same 
period averaged only 425 million pounds. 

With the continuance of conservation programs, it is expected that 
sheep and wool production may increase some in the farm-flock States. 
On the ot,ber hand the present policy of withdrawing grazing land in the 
Western States from the publie-domain and national-forest &reaS and 
making it into restricted reserves of various kinds probably will cause 
sheep and wool production to decline in the range area. 
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FIGURE 23.-PRODUCTlON, CONSUMPTION, AND IMPORTS OF CoMBING 
AND CLOTHING WOOL IN THE UNITED STATES. 

It i. necessary to import nearly 100 million pounds of apparel wool each year to take care 
of the needs of our manufa.cturers. (Consumption and import data from the U. s.. 
Bureau of the Waul; production data from repom of the U. S. Bura.u of Agricultural 
Economia.) 
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o~ U ~ B 3 • D ~ ~ ~ 
FIGURE 24.-DoMESTlC TEXTILE FIBER CONSUMPTION, 192~38. 

Although no synthetic fiber has yet reached the importance of a substitute for wool, growen 
should be ever watchful of the increased consumption of synthetic -fibers. (Data from 
Rayoo"Organon of the Textile Economics Bureau, Inc.) 
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FIGURE 2S.-AvERAGE MONTHLY CONSUMPTION 

SCOURED BASIS, SHOWN AS A PERCENTAGE OF 

CONSUMPTION, 1918-37. 

OF RAw WOOL, 
ANNUAL AVERAGE 

Wool is consumed by manufacturers at a very even monthly rate. October -shows a some
what greater average consumption than the othu months, but the diiI~ce ia not great 
enough to be ligniftcant. (Compiled fmm data published by the U. S .. Bureau of the 
<:en .... ) 
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F.GUJl£ 26.-MONTHLY SALES OF A Lur.GE ACCUKULATION 0,. 1936 
AND 1937 WOOL AND MONTHLY MILL CoNSUKPTlON, APRIL 1936-
I\I"'CH 1938, SHOWN AS PERCENTAGES OF CLlP-YEAJl TOTALS, AND 
A'EJlAGE MONTHLY PRICE INDEX OF WOOL FOil THE SAME PERIOD. 

Although mill consumption is fairly Iteady throughout the season. both prices and sales 
ftuctuatt .iddy. (Price data from reports of the U. S. Bureau of Agricu1tunl Economics; 
taka information from reports of the: National Wool. Ma.rkrting Corporation; and mill 
mnsumptioo from public:ationa of the U. S. Bwu.u of the Census.) 

Manufacturers have greatly improved wool and worsted materials 
since 1930 and have succeeded in stimulating demand along certain 
special lines. In spite of t1te constant introduction of new fabrics of 
other types, the outlook seems favorable for a steady consumption of 
large quantities of wool. As a precautionary m6llSur8, however, 
growers and their associations should take cognizance of t1te develop
ment and popularity of synthetic fabrics and plan t1teir operations 
accordingly (fig. 24). Satisfactory substitutes for wool are continu
ally being sought and wool growers and their cooperatives should 
watch these deVelopments closely. 

The even rate at which wool is consumed by mills indicates that 
manufacturers need .. steady supply throughout the year (fig. 25). 
Sales by cooperatives and purchases by manufacturers show, on the 
other hand, little coordination with mill activity. 

For a niunber of years growers through their organizations have 
attempted to strengthen the competitive position of wool by urging 
legislation which would require the labeling of fabrics as to the exact 
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fiber content. Growers believe that this would stimulate the con-
sumption of wool. . 

The selling of wool by the cooperatives and the purchase of wool 
by the manuIacturers has not yet been coordinated to the satisfaction 
of the wool growers (fig. 26). Future marketing devefopments, it is 
hoped, will bring these two groups together" with a mutual under
standing of each other's" problems and operating conditions. 

These and many other industry problems can be worked out by 
growers only through organization. Much has already been done 
by the cooperatives in disseminating information to growers and 
undoubtedly more services will be asked of the organizations as they· 
develop and as changes take place in marketing methods. " 



Appendix 
Glossary of Wool Terms 

Apparel wools: Wools that are manufactured into clot' for clothing purposes. 
Blacks: Fleeces containing black or grey fibers . 

. Bright wools: Wools that are light colored ""d light in shrinkage. All the fI .... 
wools are sometimes referred to as bright wools when comparing them with the 
range wools. 

Bucks: Ram fteet!e8 which contain an excessive amount of grease. 
Burry wools: Wools that contain burs from the ss.nd bur, clover bur, cocklebur, 

etc. 
Carpet wools: W oola of the coarser grades which are used for carpet purposes. 

Moot earpet wools used in this country are imported. 
Character of wool: Sums up appearance, quality, and shrinkage of wool. Some

times used as synonymous with quality. 
Clean wool: Wool which has the excess grease, 88 well as aU vegetable and mineral 

matter removed. 
Clip: Refers to the wool shol1l from ODe Hock of sheep; also to total wool shorn in 

ODe season. 
Clothing wools: The short-fiber wools of all grades, used principally in the manu

facture of woolens and felts. 
Coarse wools: Refers to the lower grades--low quarter. common, and braid wools. 

Sometimes referred to as lustre wools. 
Combing ""ools: The longer-fiber wools of any grade which can be combed into 

wool top which is used in the manufacture of worsted materials . 
. Common IlIId braid: The sixth and seventh grades listed in the United States 

standard grades for wool. However, in the trade the two gr&des are classed as 
one. The lowest or coarsest grade in the standards. Known as carpet wools. 

Cl"08&-bred wools: Wools from sheep that have been cross-bred, for instance, the 
wools from the 0t'088 between & coarse-wooled ram and &. fine-wooled ewe. 
Medium wools are often referred to as cross-bred woo1& Also all other grades 
uf wool other tbao fine are often referred to as cross-hred wools. 

Cotting up trade: An important branch of the industry which takes the cloth 
from the manufacturer and makes it into garments. 

Fine wool: Refe .. to the first two grades listed in the United States standard grades 
for wool. Fine and Half-Blood wools a.re termed Fine wools. 

Fleece wools: A term given to wools-that are produced in the fteece-wool States, 
which are all the States east uf the II western range States and Texas. 

Grade: ReC .... to the diameter and length of wool fibers. 
Graded lin ... , Wools that have been classified into selling lots by grade, quality, 

and shrinkage. 
Graded wools: Wools that have heen separated into Iioes of like grade and quality. 
Hall-Blood wools: Refers to the second grade listed in the United 8t&teostAodards. 

Wools that are greater in diameter of fiher than Fine wools and less in diam
eter of fiber thIlII Three-eighthe Blood wools. 

Band .. to-mouth buying: When mills are low OD stocks and buy wools for immedi
ate delivery. 

Heavy woola: Wools which usually are dark in appearance and earry an excessive 
amount of animal, mineral, and vegetable matter. 

lG31S7'-3&--e 7Ii 
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Low Quarter Blood: The fifth grade listed in the United States et&ndard grades 
for wool and a grade coarser than Quarter Blood and finer than common and 
braid. 

Medium wools: Refers to the Three-eighths and Quarter Blood wools. 
Noils: The byproduct from the wool comb. The short wool fibers that are combed 

out in the process of combing wooL 
Off grades: The rejects and other grad .. of wool which are not wanted when a 

sale is made, usually burrys, blacks, tags, bucks, etc4, are referred to as oHs. 
Old line: Referred to as the system of handling wool other than through coopera

tives. 
Order huying: Woolhousea receive orders from mi11s fora certain type of wool for a 

stipul_d price. The houses go into the country and attempt to fill tbe order 
for the mill 

Original-hag wools: Wools that are of eveit grade that ean be sold to tbe manu
facturers in the bag in which they were packed at the ranch. These wools 
usually run 85 percent one grade, usually Fine wools. 

Pool: Refers to an accumulation of several different clips of wool or an aceumula.
tion of one grade of wool from several clips.. 

Quality: Refers to the strength of fiber and the color of wool. 
Quarter Blood wool: The fourth grsde listed in the United States standard grades 

for wool. A grade coarser than Tbree-eighths Blood and finer than Low 
Quarter Blood. 

Raw wool: Wool in tbe grease. Unscouredwool. 
Rejects: W cols of inferior quality, as black, burry, tags, ete., which cannot be 

sold at the aame price as other grades. 
Scoured wool: Wool which has been cleaned through the process of scouring. 

Thst is, the ohjectionable anima1, vegetahle. and minerai matter has been 
removed. 

Seedy wools: Woals that contain an excessive amount of vegetable matter. 
Semibright wools: Wools which are dark colored and are slightly heavier than the 

bright wools but not excessively heavy. 
Shrinkage: Relers to the loss of weight from tbe removal of ex ..... grease, mois

ture, and other vegetable, animal, and mineral matter tha.t is in the wooL 
Spot wools: Wools that are located in nearby warehouses that can be delivered 

immediately to manufacturers. 
Sorting wool: This is done by the manufacturer wben each fleece is hroken up 

according to the various grades of wool that are in it. 
Staple wool: Long-fiber wooL 
Tags: Exoeasively dirty wools from the hriteh part of the fleece and dung looks. 
Territory wools: Commonly referred to as wools coming from the 11 western 

range States. 
TexlIB wools: The fine wools coming out of the State of Tens, the bulk of them 

from the Edwards Plateau. . 
Three-eighths Blood wools: The third grade according to diameter of fiber listed 

in the United Statea standard grades for wool. Coarser than Half Blood and 
finer than Quarter Blood wool. 

Types: Refers to wools from specified sections that have dilYerent characteristics, 
aueh aa eolort quality, and Bhrinkag~ 

Wool top: The product of the oomb which i. the first step in manufacturing. 
Wool trade: Those wbo operate in the wool market, either buying or selling wool, 

are referred to as operating in the wool trade. 
Wool types: Wools from areas that are consistent in oertain grades. qualities, 

.hrinkage., and colors are zeferred to as typical from those areas. or aa wool 
types •. 
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Plan for a National Cooperative Sales Agency 

Plan for the Organization of a National Cooperative Wool and Mohair 
Selling Agency, as Adopted by Representatives of Wool and Mohair 
Organizations at a Meeting in Chicago, October 4 and 5, 1929 

1. As an outgrowth of the work of the National Wool Marketing CounCil, the 
wool and mohair marketing associations, with the cooperation and assistance 
of" the Federal Farm Board, propose to set up & national cooperative marketing 
agency. It will be the purpooe of this agency: 

(a) To merehandise wool and mohair delivered to it by ita members and to 
obtain unity of action among cooperative wool marketing associations in the 
assembling, grading, processing, and warehousmg of wool and mohair and 
financing the production and marketing thereof; 

(b) To make pI ..... for the orderly marketing of wool and mohair and to assist 
in carrying out such plana; 

(e) To encourage the development of regional cooperative associations and the 
consolidation of loca.l assooiations, whenever such consolidation is in the interests 
of economy and efficiency; a.nd to assist in educating producers in the advantages 
of cooperative marketing, 

(d) To stimulate the demand for wool and mohair, wool and mohair products 
and byproduct., and to oooperate with mills and trade associations for this purpooe; 
and . 

(e) To provide a contact agency with the Federal Farm Board through which 
the Board may assist, whenever necessary t in financing the processiDg and market
ing of wool and mohair. 

2. Tbe Federated Cooperative Wool and Mohair Growers will be organUed 
under State laws. Amount of authorized capital .tock will be deeided by the 
organization committee. 

3. Any cooperative organization whose business is marketing of wool and 
mohair for its producers is eligible to become 8. member of the national agency, 
if such organization is • producer cooperative association, or federation of such 
aoooeiations, within the meaning of the Capper-Volstead Act: PrOllid.d, That for 
the purpose of eliminating competition between cooperative associatiOns, and 
encouraging the development of units 8ufficiently large to make possible economi
cal assem.blin& grading, and processing of members' wool and mohair, the board or 
directors shall encourage the federation and coneolidation of amaIl cooperatives 
operating within the &ame region. 

4. Tbe authorized eapital stock of the central agency shall be divided into 
shares of tbe par voIue of $50 each. Each cooperative _alion admitted to 
mem~p shall suhecribe to the capital stock of the central agency in propor
tion to the volume of wool and mohair handled by it during the previous year. 
or under contract to it for the current marketing season, in the event that no wool 
and mohair was handled or sold by the association during the previous year. 
E&ch member aBBOCialion shall suheeribe for ooe share for each 100.000 pounds 
of wool and mohair or fraction thereof handled or marketed as herein provided. 
Stock eubscription may be paid in cash, or 25 peroent may be paid in cash and 
the remainder in three annual: installments of 25 percent eaehf with interest at 
6 percent per annum on unpaid balances. 

6. The hylaws of the central agency shall restrict ownership of voting stock to 
cooperaUV<!O admitted to membership in the central agency, except in the event 
that the owoerohip of one share may be neceooary to enable aD individual to 
qualify as a diroetor of the oentral agency. Provision shall be made for tbe 
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retransfer to the central agency of aJI voting stock held by a cooperative ... soci .... 
tion who ceases to be a member, or by an individual who ceases to be & director 
of the central agency, such stock to he acquired at its book value. 

6. The board of directors m&y at any time, and shall at least once every 3 years, 
reapportion the stockboldings of its members, and require associations whose 
business has increased t.o subscribe for additiona.1 stock on the basis of one share 
for each 100,000 pounds of wool and mohair haodled during the previous year. 
The shareholdinga of any association whose volume of business has declined shall 
be reduced proportionately. Provision will be made for the central association 
to purchase stoek which the memher agency must surrender as a result of its 
decreased business. 

7. Meetings of the memhers of the central agency shaJI be held annuaJIy at 
such place as directors may determine. At such meetings, each member shall be 
entitled to one vote for each share of stook issued to i~ and paid for in fulL Proxy 
voting shaJI not be permitted, except that the representative or representatives 
of any association may be empowered by other associations in the same region 
to vote their stook and act for them in -aJI business transacted at such meeting. 

8. Directors of the central agency shaJI he elected as follows: The total Dumher 
of directors .haJI he not Jess thao nine nor more than fifteen and shall he appor
tioned to the wool- and mohair-producing regions, such regions to be determined 
by the board of directors on the basis of the quantity of wool and mohair haodled 
by member associations within each region during the Beason immediately pre
ceding the date of the annual meeting and there must he one director elected to 
represent mohair. Upon notice from the central agency the associations in each 
region shaJI meet together for the purpose of nominating directors to represent 
the region on the board of the central agency. The nominations of the l'egionaJ. 
associa.tions shall be ratified a.t the annual meeting, and of the persons so nomi
nated five shaJI be eJected directors of the central agency for a period of 1 year, 
five directors for & period of 2 years, and five directors for a period of 3 years, and 
each year thereafter five directors shaJJ be elected for .. period of 3 years. At a 
meeting of the directors first selected the respective terms of the direetors shaJI 
he decided by lot and this provision will be provided for in the bylaws. 

9. The board of directors shall meet twice each year or oftener upon caJI of 
the president or a majority of the board. 

10. At its first meeting the board of direotors shaJI elect an executive com
mittee consisting of five from among their own number, which sha.ll include the 
president and vice president of the central agency; they shaJI also elect a presi
dent, vice president. secretary, and treasurer, and shall employ a general manager. 

11. Each associa.tion upon becoming a member of the central agency sha.ll 
sign a contract in .. form approved by the board of directors which, among other 
provisions shall provide for: 

(al. That the association will sell to the central agency all wool delivered to it 
by its members at such time and in such manner as executive committee of the 
centra.l agency deelIll! advisable. 

(b) That the association will deliver the wool and mohair to the central agency 
at such times and places as that agency may direct and the said agency will pay 
a11 expenses incidental to the assembling, handling, grading, processing, a.nd the 
warehousing of esid wool and mohair and that a charge shaJI he made to the 
association for said service. 

(e) That the central agency will advance to the association a specified percent
age of the market va.lue of wool and mohair. The central agency will have the 
authority to pledge 88 collateral or borrow on wool and mohair for its account. 

(d) The contract hetween the association and the central agency shall he a 
continuous contract but may he canceled by either party on 6 months' notice. 
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Notice of such C&ncels.tion shaJI be given between the 15th and the 31st day of 
May of any given year and shaJl be effective November 15 to November 30 the 
same year. 

(e) It is hereby declared as a policy of tbe central selling agency that existing 
selling agencies and warehouses which may now coliform. to, or may be brought 
to conform to the provisions of the National Farm. Marketing Act of 1929 shall 
be utiliud and to that end the central selling agency may enter into agreement 
';Vith cooperative agencies for the storing and selling of wools upon terms and 
conditions in accord with f!:uch marketing act and specifically authorizing the 

.. central selling agency to determine the minimum prioe at which such wools or 
mohair so stored should be offered for 8ale~ 

12. Any earnings of the central &ge:nc-Yt over and above opere.ting expenses, 
shall be used for the payment of interest OD. capital stock, not exceeding 8 ~ 
cent per annum and p:!lyable only when earned during the preceding season. 
Further earnings shall be applied to the creation of reserves until such reserves 
are of sufficient amount, in the opinion of the board of directors, to provide 
adequate working capital and to meet such deferred and emergency expenditures 
as may reasonably be anticipated. Further earnings sha.11 be returned to member 
associations as patronage dividends in proportion to the quantity of the wool 
and mohair handled by the central agency for each of its members: Provided, 
That, until amount subscribed to the capital stock of the central agency by any 
member association is paid, 'patronage dividends due it in any year shall be paid 
tn the form of credits to its atock account, or credited to the pa.yment of notes 
given for capital stock. 

13. The central agency shan make charges for its services which shall be based 
on the estimated actual oost of its services, including suoh reserves and other 
specisl funds as it may be expedient to ests.blish. Deductions may be made by 
the central agency from returns received for wool and mohair to create &n ad
vertising fund. to conduct research in the uses of wool and mohair and wool and 
mohair byproducts, and for any other purpose which shaJI be for the benefit of 
wool and mohair producers and shaJI tend to expand the demand for wool and 
mohair and stabilize marketing conditions. 

The board of directors of the central agency shall hs.ve the power to make from 
time to tUne such deductions as are above AUthorized. 

Agreement Between Member Association and National Wool 
Marketing Corporation 

THIS AGUEMENT, made and entered into by and between th'3 National Wool 
Marketing Corporation, hereinafter caUed the CorporatioUt and the ___________ _ 
_ ~ __________ Association. hereina.fter ca.lled the Assoeiation-WITNE8SBTH: 

In consideration of the mutual covenants herein contained and of the admission 
of the Association to membership in the Corporation, it is agreed by and between 
the parties hereto as follows! 

l~ The Association appoints and employs the Corporation to act 88 agent for it 
in the sale and marketing of aU wool and mohair delivered to said Association by 
ita membere; and the Corporation accepts said appointment and agrees to aet as 
such agent; both agreeing that the Corporation may employ such persons and c0r

porations as may be deemed advisable for doing the things provided for in this 
oontrs.ct. 

2. The Assooiation agrees to deliver to the Corporation, at such place or places 
aa it may direet, &II said wool and mohair. 
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3. The Corporation agrees to sell in its own name said wool and mohair at such 
time or times as it may determine for the best prices obt&ina.ble under market 
conditions and agrees to pay to the Association the amount received therefor, 
after deducting not to exceed seven..,ighths of .. cent per pound to cover selling 
coste, and after making equitahle deductions to cover administration and service 
charges and the expenses ineuned by it in grading, processing, warehousing, 
insuring, and handling the consignment or consignments (and the taxes and 
freight thereon) of the Association, and the sums furnished for advances, all as 
determined by the board of directors of the Corporation; and also a deduction of 
not to exceed on...,ighth of a cent per pound for reserves. 

4. The Corporation is authorized to borrow without limitation on said wool 
and/or mohair and to pledge the same or any evidence thereof; and the Corpora
tion will make advances to the Association of such sum or sums as may be necessary 
for the Association to make advance payments to its memhers at the time said 
members deliver to said Association or its order the wools and mohair so produced 
by them, or for such preahearing advances as such Association may make to its 
members. the amount of all such advances to be determined. by the Corporation. 

5. The Corporation may authorize the Association to sell all or any part of the 
wool and/or mohair received by it from its members at such time or times and a.t 
such price or prices as the Corpors.tion may determine, but payment therefor shall 
he made to the Corporation by the buyers thereof. In connection with any such 
sales the Corporation may use any of the existing facilities of the Association, a.nd 
agrees to pay to the Association all expenses incurred by it incidental to the 
assembling, handling, gradingt processing, warehoUBin& and selling of wool and/or 
mohair 80 authorized by said Corporation. 

6. (a) The Corporation undertakes and agrees to organize, control, and main
tain ad.iquate facilities and personnel for carrying out thia contract. These obli-' 
gations are incurred solely for the henefit and at the request of the AssoCiation, 
and, in consideration therefor, the Association hereby assigns and sets over to the 
Corporation a right of property and an interest in the wool and/or mohair referred 
to herein. Sums herein authorized to he retained from tbe proceeds of the wool 
sold are for the satisfaction in full of sucb property or interest of the Corporation. 

(b) Inasmuch as the remedy at law would be inadequate and inasmuch as it is 
now and ever will be impracticable and extremely difficult to determine the actual 
damage resulting to the Corporation, should the Association fail to deliver all of 
the wool and{or mohair covered hereby, the Association agrees to pay to the Cor
poration for an wool andfor mohair delivered, consigned, withheld, or marketed by 
or for it, other than in acccrdance with the terms hereof, the sum of 1 cent per 
pound of grease waul andfor mohair as liquidated damages for the breach of this 
contract; all parties agreeing that this contract is one of .. series dependent for 
its true value upon the adherence of each and all of the contracting parties to each 
and all of the said contracts, but the cancelation of this contract or tbe failure of the 
Association to comply therewith shall not affect other similar contracts. 

(e) The Association agrees that in the event of a breach or threatened breach 
by it of any provision regarding the delivery of wool and{or mohair the C0r
poration shall he entitled to an injunction to prevent the breach, or further 
breach, hereof and to a degree for the specific performance hereof, the parties 
agreeing that thia is a contract for the handling of personal property under 
special cirou.mstances a.nd conditions, and that the Corporation e&n not go into 
the open markets and secure wool andfor mohair to repiace any which the Ass0-
ciation may fan to deliver. 

(d) If the Corporation brings any action whatsoever by reason of a breach cr 
threateced breacb hereof, the Association agrees to pay to the Corporation all 
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coste of co~ costs for bonds and otherwise, expenses of travel and all expenses 
arising out of or caused by the litigation, and reasonable attorney fees expended 
or incurred by it in such proceedings and all such costs a.nd expenses shall be 
included in the judgment and shall be entitled to the benefit of any lien eecuring 
any payment thereunder. 

7. It Is agreed that the Corporation may eete.blish and maintain an adequate 
transportation service; a publicity department; a. research and standardization 
d~partment, and a.ot 88 a. contact agency between the Association and/or its 
members and Government departments. 

8. The Corporation agrees to license and authorize the Association to use all 
copyrights and trade--marks belonging to the Corporation on all the Associationfs 
literature, letterheads and other forms used in the transaction of its bUBiness.· 

9. The Corporation agrees to do any and all things necessary and proper to 
Rtimulate the demand for wool and mohair, wool and mohair products and by

. product. and to cooperate with mills, trade associations and other agencies for 
this purpose. 

10. The Association agrees to pay over to its members all advaneee made by 
the Corporation against their wool and mohair, and all other payments (less 
authorized deductions) received by it from the Corporation for its members. 

11. The Association agrees to permit accountants or other persons designated 
by the Corporation to audit and inspect its books and records at such times &8 

the Corporation may deem advisable. 
12. The" Association agrees to maintain an organization and field service de

partment for the purpmre of securing and increasing its membership and the 
rendering of service to its members. 

13. The Association on request agrees to furnish the Corporation a complete 
list of its members. together with their addresses and to revise said list from time 
to time 80 that the Corporation may at all times have a complete list of the 
membership of said association. 

14-. The. Association agrees to make out and submit to the Corpors.tion such 
statistical reports as the Corporation may require upon forms to be supplied by 
the Corporation and to furnish to the Corporation an annual financial statement. 

15. The Association further agrees to perform any and all services that may 
be required of it by the Corporation in connection with the collection, handling, 
processing, or sale of the wool and mohair sold to the Association by its'members.. 

16. The Association agrees to conform to and abide by the bylaws nf the 
Corporation which are now in effect or which may hereafter he adopted by the 
Corporation. 

17. It Is agreed that thIs contract between the Association and the Corporation 
shall be a oontinuoU! contract, subject to legal limitations, if any there bet but 
may be cancelled by either party by notice in writing to the other hetween the 
15th and 31st days nf July of any given yesr, and such caneciation shall become 
effective on the 31st day of January following. 

IN WlTNB88 WREDO .. , the parties hereto have executed this. contract this 
_______ ._. day nf ______ •• ____ . _______ 193 __ ·. 

NATIONAL WOOL MABEBTIlfG COllPOBATlOK. By ____ • ________________________ • ___________ _ 
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Grower's Agreement 

Marketing agreement of the ______________________ ~_ Cooperative 
Association of _______________________ _ 

THIS AGREEMENT between the ________________________ Cooperative Wool 
Marketing Association, hereinafter called the Association and the undersigned, 
hereinafter called the Grower-WITNESSETH: 

IN CONSIDERATION of the mutual obligations herein snd of the admission of the 
Grower to membership in the Asaoeiation, it is agreed between the parties hereto 
as follows: 

(1) The A..".ia.tion buys a.nd the Grower sells to the Association all woola.nd/or 
mohair produced by or for him or acquired by him ... landlord or lessor and the 
Grower agrees to deliver all such wool and/or mohair at such place or places ... 
the Asaoeiation may direct. This contract is intended by the parties to p ..... an 
absolute title to all such wool and/or mohair as soon as the same has a potential 
existence but shall be at the risk of Grower until delivery. The term "wool and/or 
mohair" as used herein includes the pelts of sheep and goats. 

(2) The Association agrees tbat after receiving an order bill of lading and/or 
warehouse receipt covering the delivery of wool and/or mohair from any grower 
or growers, that it will make an advance payment to such grDWE"r or growers on the 
wool and!or mohair so delivered; the Assooiation further agrees to make such pre
sbearing advances to Growers as may be deemed advisable following the execu
tion by Grower of such forms as the Association may specify. 

(3) The Association agrees to sell such wool and/or mohair delivered by its 
members to 01' through the National Wool Marketing Corporation, of whicb said 
Association is a. stockholder; and to pay over ratabJy the net amount received 
therefrom as payment in full to the Grower, after making deductions to cover 
&dvances. interest upon advances, the cost of trs.nsportation, handling, grading 
(in case it be found necessary or deemed advisable to grade), packing, storing, 
insuring, selling, and marketing such wool or mohair; and for organization, oper
ating and maintenance expenses and reserves. 

(4) AU woel and/or mohair sball be delivered at the earliest reasonable time 
after shearing, to such points as the Assooistion may direct. 

(S) Any 1088 that the Association ma.y suffer on account of inferior or damaged 
condition at delivery shall be charged against the Grower, individually. 

(6) Tbe Grower further agrees that the Association andlor the National Wool 
Marketing Corporation shall have the power to borrow money for any purposs 
of the Association, or National Wool Marketing Corporation on the wool andfol' 
mohair delivered to the AssoeiatioDJ and in its absolute discretion the Association 
andlor National Wool Marketing Corporation may grade, pool, or commingle 
such wool and/or mohair or any part thereof., with other wools and/or mohair of 
like grade and character; and sball exercise all other rights of ownership without 
limitation; and ma.y sen or pledge for its own account, or as security for its own 
debts or otherwise, all or any such wool and/or mohair, or bills of ladingt ware
house receipts,. sale acoountoS, or other documents covering said wool and/or 
mohair, or received on account thereof. 

(7) Inasmuch as the remedy at law would be inadcquate and inasmuch as it is 
impracticable and extremely diffioult to determine the actual damage resulting 
to the Association should the Grower fail to deliver the wool and/or mohair hereby 
sold, regardless of the cause of such failure, the Grower hereby agrees to pay to 
the Association for all wool and/or mohair delivered or disposed oft by or for him, 
other than in accordance with the terms hereof, the sum of 1 cent per pound of 
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grease wool and/or mohair aa liquidated damages for the breach of this eontraet; 
all parties agreeing that this contract is one of a series dependent for its true value 
upon the adherence of each and all of the contracting parties to each and all of 
the said contracts, but the cancelation of this contract or the failure of Grower to 
comply therewith shall not mfect other similar contracts. 

(8) The Grower hereby acknowledges receipt of a copy of the bylaws of the 
Association and agrees to abide by and conform to such bylaws and/or any 
amendments hereafta' made thereto~ 

(9) If there is any mortgage on the sheep or wool, goats or mohair of Grower 
at the time of the signing hereof, Grower shall obtain and forward to the Assoeia-
tion on a form provided therefor, the consent of the .mortgagee to the sale and 
delivery to the Association of said wool and/or mohair; and Grower authorizes 
the payment to mo~ of the proceeds thereof as specified in said form. The 
Association authorizes the Grower at any time during the life of this contract to 
mortgage said wool and/or mohair, subject to the prior right of the Association 
thereto, under this contract. In case a mortgage is executed Grower and mortgagee 
shall execute .. form provided therefor by the Association, directing the Associa
tion to pay the proceeds derived from ·the sale of said wool and/or mohair as 
therein specified. 

(10) It is agreed that this contract between the Association and the Grower 
shall be & continuous contract, subject to any limitation imposed by law, but 
may be canceled by either party by notice in writing to the other between the 
15th and 31st days of July of any given y ...... &\ld such cancelation shall hecome 
effective on the Slst day of January following. 

(11) The foregoing agreement constitutes the entire contract hetween the 
Association and the Grower and there are no oral or other conditions save the 
conditions above written. 

IN WITNESS WSEUOJ'., the parties hereto have executed this contract this 
•••••• _. __ day of ._. ___ •• _._ •...... __ 19 ... 

________________ COOPERATIVE WOOL MARKETING AsSOCIATION. 
]By •.•• _______ . _____ ._. ___ • ____ ._ .. _____ •• ______ . ______ .• __ •. _. 

(Grower) 
Grower has a flock of __________ sheep and a flock: of ________ • _ goats. 

Consent of Mortgagee 

The undersigned, having a mortgage (or mortgages) given by ______________ _ 
__ ________ and herein kuown as Grower, on the sheep and/or wool, goats and/or 
mohair, described in the foregoing contract, ratifies and consents thereto and 
releases &sid mortgage (or mortgages) or any renewals thereof 00 as to permit said 

.. contract to be fully carried out in consideration that the ~ __________________ _ 
... Association: pay all BUlll8 payable under said contract to _____________________ _ 

for the aceount and credit of Grower until otherwise authorUed and instructed in 
& writing signed by the Grower and the undersigned; which the Association 
hereby agrees to do. 

This consent and reI....., shall be binding upon the undersigned and his (or 
their) heirs, successors) and assigns. 

Dated this _. ________ day of ________ •• __ ._ .• _. __ • 198_ .. 
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",', a 
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2 
4', 

VuUoy No." C Lemb. C L 0 L 
44'. 
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Linoom and ", I 

braid 
36's 

Oottswold 16'. --
6', " 

To ruUltrato in tbe above table on the comparative gnr,dea otwool Throe-elgbths Blood floooo wool compares 10 grade with tb~igbth. Blood torTltorr wool; No.1 VaDey Oregoll 
wool; B lamb. oloth1ng pulled woo); B auperc!othlng pulled. ?JooI: LB clothing pulled wool; LB Clothing pulled wool, December to MQl'Ch: B comblo, pulled wool; spinDJag oount 
66"; A.UJtralla and Nf)W Zeeland ball bred; Soutb America I'.; foreign spinning count, WOnl~ 8)'Ite.m.s 3Oj(()'8; and 8P1DDiD.g runs, wooli'm system 3}i. 
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